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Abstract 

Automated hacking is a modern approach to conduct computer hacking with a significantly 

higher performance rate directly or remotely. Automated hacking is carried out by computer 

programs that are programmed to analyze the vulnerability of a system(s) and carry out hacking 

attacks based on the analysis. Automated hacking is considered one of the most sophisticated 

computer programming areas with high integrity in coding and running platform-independent.  

In recent years, the advancement of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and machine learning 

algorithms has influenced many information technology areas. Automated hacking is one such 

area in which AI and machine learning have shown a drastic improvement in the efficiency and 

execution power of cyber intrusions with the capability of self-awareness. 

This paper focuses on the role of Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques 

in executing various levels of automated hacking. Explains the difference between the normal 

mode of hacking and automated hacking, how Machine Learning and AI evolved to support 

automated hacking, how successful these techniques are, and how systems respond to these 

types of hackings. The research on this topic will also focus on how these various techniques 

are used for both offensive and defensive purposes in automated hacking as well as how the 

industries and law enforcement agencies are handling these automated hacking techniques. 
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1.1 What is Hacking? 

Hacking is nothing but finding an alternative way to use any computer hardware or software to 

fulfill an objective or to solve a problem. These unintended ways are used because of the 

ineffectiveness of conventional ways to solve such problems. Sometimes these unconventional 

ways are categorized as legal and sometimes illegal, based on the motive of such actions.  

There are several reasons for a person to get motivated to perform hacking. One of the common 

ones is to gain legal and authorized access to a system to test the security and efficiency of the 

system and thereby exposing vulnerabilities, if there are any, and fix them. Some other reasons 

include gaining unauthorized access to a system and thereby stealing, tampering, or even 

destroying the contained information or sometimes selling such information to a third party 

such as a company or a government who usually hired them for profit. 

The hackers are generally divided into Black hat hackers and White hat hackers. Black hat 

hackers are people who perform hacking techniques intentionally for stealing information or 

money. They are also known as malicious hackers or crackers. Whereas on the other hand, 

White hat hackers perform hacking techniques in a legal way to find any potential vulnerability 

in the system. They troubleshoot those security vulnerabilities and research ways to avoid or 

rectify such problems. Their work on such security vulnerabilities is made public so that others 

can refer and secure their individual systems. There constant work on such vulnerabilities 

makes the systems more secure and efficient. White hat hackers are commonly referred to as 

Ethical hackers.  

Apart from Black hat hackers and White hat hackers, there is a third category of hackers named 

Grey hat hackers. These hackers have qualities of both Black and White hat hackers. That is, 

they are motivated to perform hacking for both profit and because of ethical reasons. They use 

both legal and illegal ways to exploit systems.  Grey hat hackers are hired both by individual 

companies and government entities to perform tasks that are related to the company’s interest, 

the country’s national security reasons [1].  

1.2 Evolution of Hacking 

The history of computer technology and its development have always made sure that each new 

technology is better from the previous one in various terms including in terms of security. This 
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is mainly because of the role of cyber-attacks and various hacking incidents that affected and 

challenged the existing technology at that time [2][3].  

The first known incident of hacking was reported in 1878 at the Bell Telephone Company, 

where a telephone operator intentionally redirected or disconnected some of the telephone calls 

[2][3]. 

 World War II was not only a platform for showing military powers but also motivated many 

of the countries to boost their information intelligence-gathering technology. 1939 to 1945 

witnessed the invention of various hacking methodologies that helped to encode and decode 

information for intelligence and counterintelligence purposes [2][3].  

These operations helped in breaking military codes and ciphers used to transmit top-secret 

information. During this time, Alan Turing, Gordon Welchman, and Harold Keen developed 

an electromechanical device that had the ability to decipher German Enigma machine 

encrypted messages. The world’s first programmable electronic computer named Colossus was 

also developed during this time [2][3]. 

The 1960s was the decade of numerous development and inventions that created the internet 

and global computer network what we have seen today. American Standard Code for 

Information Interchange (ASCII) was created in 1963. Followed by the development of the 

first programming language named Beginner’s All-Purpose Symbolic Instruction Code 

(BASIC) by Thomas Kurtz and John Kemeny in 1964 [3][4].  

The research and development on how to hack a computer or how to stop someone from 

unauthorized access really came forward after the introduction of The Advanced Research 

Project Agency (ARPA) Network (ARPANET) in 1969. ARPANET influenced not only many 

as the first network wide-area packet switching network in the world but also influenced many 

in terms of hacking and network security. ARPANET opened the way in evolving hacking into 

what it is now [3][4].   

Apart from ARPANET, 1969 was also the year for various other technological developments. 

Intel developed a new RAM with a boosted capacity of 1kb more than its predecessor. 

Development of the UNIX operating system started in the Bell labs, and more importantly, 

after almost 100 years of first reported hacking, the technological world witnessed proper 

computer hacking, which was done by a few MIT students, who hacked their train sets in-order 
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to modify its operations and later study the new working model. These studies and research 

based on this kind of hacking in the existing models led to the development and deployment of 

new computer systems in MIT [2][3][5]. 

The students who hacked their train sets were part of the TMRC Signals & Power 

Subcommittee. They used their knowledge and skills to think outside the conventional methods 

of the current computer systems, helping them to analyze the efficiency of the system. They 

shared a serious set of core values like dedication, intensity, and focus while solving problems 

and curiosity about technical system details [6].  

In the 1970s, a new set of security breaches started to occur. These were associated with phones 

and phone networks. These phone hackers (phrackers) used the faults in the existing phone 

network to break into both regional and international phone networks to make free calls [7][8].  

They were using a whistle that generated the same high-pitch tone (2600 hertz) which AT&T 

was using to access its switching system. The phone hacker named John Draper built a “Blue 

box,” which was later used in conjunction with the whistle to trick the phone system and make 

free calls [7].  

This technique was later published in a magazine which triggered a large increase in phone 

hacking [7][8]. This incident was another example of how a hacker can effectively make use 

of an existing vulnerability in the technology to gain unauthorized access to the system and 

misuse it [7]. 

The hacking incidents like the AT&T phone hacking and others continued throughout the 70s 

and 80s. But, one of the major incidents occurred in 1988 in the name of the “Morris Worm” 

[7]. The Morris Worm is considered as the first worm to hit the Internet, and worms have been 

a significant presence ever since [9].  

This worm was created by a computer science graduate student from Cornell University named 

Robert Tappan Morris, hence the name Morris Worm. November 2nd,1988, was the start of a 

new era of hacking and internet attacks on the world [9].  

The Morris Worm was the wake-up call to many security experts, system administrators, and 

engineers to perform research and development technologies that can defend and analyze such 

attacks in the future. It was a simple program that was designed to be ubiquitous and unnoticed. 

What made it so dangerous is its ability to cause widespread damage through its secondary 
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effects like making the system vulnerable to Denial-of-Service attack, and hence raised many 

questions regarding the safety of user information on the Internet, especially with the graph 

connectivity (inter-connectivity) among networked systems [9]. 

As mentioned above, the Morris Worm was just the start of many more cyber-attacks to come. 

For example, in 1989, the world witnessed the first cyberespionage case in which hackers from 

West Germany hacked into the U.S government and corporate computers to steal and selling 

Operating System (OS) source code details to the Soviet Union’s KGB [7].  

After 1989, there were numerous reports on various cyber-attacks and espionage around the 

world, both at the government and private levels. In 2001, one of the early Domain Name 

System (DNS) attacks were reported in Microsoft’s servers, which prevented millions of users 

from reaching the Microsoft webpages [7].  

DNS attacks have become one of the most seen common attacks in the 21st century.  DNS has 

become a pivotal technology that provides an efficient way to perform hostname resolution and 

facilitate Internet communication. DNS has many backdoors or vulnerable sections that can be 

used for a targeted attack [10].   

Cyber terrorism and cyber espionage were essential topics in the first decade of the 21st century. 

Many cyber-attacks report specifically targeted government institutions of various countries 

classified as an act of cyber terror. In 2003- 2005 Chinese hackers carried out a series of attacks 

against the US cyberinfrastructure named operation “Titan Rain,” which focused on acquiring 

documents related to the latest military and non-military technologies [11]. Many such attacks 

on various governments worldwide focused not only on data breaches but also on creating 

accidents and human-made disasters for various geopolitical advantages. 

As we analyze these histories of hacking that happened across the world, it is noticed that the 

intensity and the aftereffect of such hackings are based on the technology available at that time. 

As new technologies emerge in the market, the path and nature of hacking are changing 

dramatically. One of the reasons for such cyber-attacks was the unawareness of the importance 

of cybersecurity in earlier days. This made many systems and users vulnerable even to a small 

hacking scale that could have avoided simple measures.  

As we entered this new era of automation, artificial intelligence, and data analytics, hacking 

mythology is also modernized. Manual or ordinary hackings and attacks have changed into 
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automated hackings that can initial attacks on a system/network from remote locations without 

human interference. Hence, it is vital to understand more about automated hacking in detail.  

1.3 Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

Before defining Artificial Intelligence (AI), it is very important to understand what it means by 

Intelligence? It is possible to describe intelligence as the capacity to understand, perform, and 

adapt to various techniques suitable to the situation to solve problems and achieve goals 

appropriate to the circumstances in an uncertain and changing world.  Intelligence can be 

cultivated or improved by experience, analyzing previous results, or selecting the desired 

environment [24]. 

 Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the intelligence that focuses on machines. Unlike natural 

intelligence like human intelligence, AI is a type of intelligence displayed by machines, 

especially in the current context the computer systems [25].  

In 1956 AI was first introduced by John McCarthy at an academic conference.  Before that 

itself, the concept of machine intelligence and its ability to progress logic was an understudy. 

In 1950 Alan Turing developed an empirical test of AI, which later came to know as the “Turing 

Test.” The test was to examine an artificial entity is intelligent or not by comparing the 

answering capability of human being involved in the test [26].  

The emergence of AI started with research involving AI modelling the neurons in the human 

brain. This research was based on the concept of binary variable representation of artificial 

neuron signals that switched to either on or off (according to programming concept, these 

signals are represented as 0’s and 1’s). This further helped develop Hebbian Learning for neural 

networks in 1949 by Donald Hebb [25].  

The first neural network computer was built in 1951 by Marvin Minsky and Dean Edmonds, 

named Stochastic Neural Analog Reinforcement Calculator (SNARC). In the upcoming years, 

AI has emerged as a new discipline in the computer and network technology industry whose 

goal was to create computer systems that could learn, react, and make decisions in a complex, 

changing environment [25][26]. 
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Figure 1.1: Disciplines Contributes to AI [28] 

 

The factors contributing to AI are always debatable and continuously change based on the 

emergence of new technologies and how these new technologies are inherited into AI 

techniques. Figure 1.1 presents the science and technology disciplines such as Mathematics, 

Computer Science, Biology, Engineering, Linguistics, and Psychology that are the most 

commonly known contributed disciplines for AI. These areas help develop intelligent systems 

that can power the AI for performing human intelligence-related machine features, such as 

reasoning, understanding, and problem solving [28]. 

1.3.1 History of Artificial Intelligence [28] 

Year Milestone / Innovation 

1923 Karel Capek’s play Rossum's Universal Robots' (RUR) opens in London. 

Which marked the first English use of the term "robot". 

1943 Foundations for neural networks laid. 

1945 Isaac Asimov, a Columbia University alumnus, coined the term Robotics. 

1950 In analysis to define intelligence, Alan Turing implemented the Turing Test and 

published Computing Machinery and Intelligence. Detailed Study of Chess 

Playing as a Search was published by Claude Shannon. 

1956 The word Artificial Intelligence was invented by John McCarthy. 

Demonstration of Carnegie Mellon University's first AI program running. 

1958 John McCarthy invents LISP programming language for Artificial Intelligence. 
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1964 The dissertation by Danny Bobrow at MIT showed that machines can 

comprehend natural language well enough to correctly address algebra word 

problems. 

1965 ELIZA, an interactive problem that conveys on a conversation in English, was 

developed by Joseph Weizenbaum at MIT. 

1969 Stanford Research Institute scientists have developed Shakey, a robot fitted 

with locomotion, vision, and problem solving. 

1973 Freddy, the Popular Scottish Robot, was designed by the Assembly Robotics 

group at Edinburgh University, capable of using vision to find and build 

models. 

1979 The first autonomous computer-controlled vehicle, the Stanford Cart, was 

constructed. 

1985 Harold Cohen created and demonstrated the drawing program, Aaron. 

1990 
Major advances in all areas of AI − 

• Important Machine Learning simulations. 

• Case-based reasoning 

• Multi-agent planning 

• Scheduling 

• Data mining, Web Crawler 

• Comprehension of natural languages and translation 

• Vision, Virtual Reality 

• Games 

1997 The Deep Blue Chess Program would defeat Garry Kasparov, the then world 

chess champion. 

2000 Interactive robot pets are being available commercially. MIT features Kismet, a 

robot with a face that conveys thoughts. The Nomad robot visits Antarctica's 

isolated areas and locates meteorites. 

 

Table 1.1: History of AI during 20th Century [28] 
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1.3.2 Symbolic Artificial Intelligence 

Symbolic artificial intelligence is the earliest and most common representation of AI. The 

intelligent system can be explicitly described in Symbolic AI, knowledge is expressed 

symbolically, and intellectual operations can be identified as formal operations over symbolic 

expression and structures [27].  

The symbolic AI is sub-grouped into two generic models of knowledge representation and 

intelligent operations, where the AI approach like cognitive stimulation and logic-based 

reasoning is defined. The second sub-group concentrates on specific applications and is based 

on representations of domain knowledge. The rule-based representation, structural knowledge 

representation, and the mathematical linguistics approach of AI are defined in this part of 

symbolic AI [27]. 

1.3.3 Computational Intelligence 

Computational Intelligence is another group of methods in AI. The common features include 

numeric information is fundamental in a knowledge representation, and numeric computation 

is used to process the information. Unlike symbolic AI, the information is not represented 

straightforwardly. Not all the computational intelligence models include these features; the 

model like Bayes network model does not fulfill all the characteristics. The models are 

presented in a generic way to avoid this misunderstanding and grouped under three groups: 

connectionist models, mathematics-based models, and biology-based models [27]. 

1.3.4 Weak Artificial Intelligence 

Weak Artificial Intelligence, also known as Narrow Artificial Intelligence, is the basic and 

most common type of AI we use in our computer systems, smartphones, or the internet.  It is 

non-sentient machine intelligence with not-so-complex programming that is instructed to 

perform narrow tasks with less complexity. These limited tasks include facial recognition, 

internet searches with given keywords [29].   

1.3.5 Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) 

Before briefing about AGI, it is important to understand the concept of general intelligence. 

General intelligence is the ability to accomplish a variety of objectives and initiate a variety of 

tasks in various environments and platforms. These systems should be able to deal with issues 

and circumstances that are very different from those predicted by their developers [29][30].  
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The term "Artificial General Intelligence" has emerged as a synonym for "narrow AI" to relate 

to systems with the same kind of strong generalization ability. The AGI method views 'general 

intelligence' as a primarily specific property from the task or problem-specific capability and 

mainly focuses on knowing this particular property and developing display systems. AGI can 

also close the gap between the narrow AI and the advanced AI programs, including the complex 

AI programming and functionality seen in robots [29][30].  

1.3.6 Superintelligence 

Artificial Superintelligence or just Superintelligence is considered the most advanced type of 

AI ever developed/developing. Most researchers view it as a futuristic approach to build 

advanced multi-functional, complex AI. Superintelligence is defined as any form of 

intelligence that is much greater than current general intelligence and exceeds humans' 

cognitive performance across all platforms of operations. This is pretty ambiguous now. Under 

this concept, various systems with very disparate performance attributes may classify as 

superintelligences [31]. 

It is beneficial to disaggregate this basic notion of superintelligence by separating various 

bundles of intellectual super-capabilities to advance the study. There are several ways that such 

decomposition can be accomplished. Thus, we can classify superintelligence furthermore as 

speed superintelligence, collective superintelligence, and quality superintelligence [31].  

Speed superintelligence is a type of superintelligence that can process information much faster 

than a human. In comparison, collective superintelligence is another form of superintelligence 

that achieves superior performance by aggregating large numbers of smaller intelligence. And 

the third form of superintelligence is the quality superintelligence, which can be defined as a 

system that can process information as fast as the human mind and vastly qualitatively more 

intelligent [31].  

1.4 Machine Learning 

The influence of machine learning technologies has dominated the 20th-century Information 

Technology infrastructure. It has a promising result that can efficiently integrate big data 

algorithms with the knowledge-based artificial intelligence techniques in various computer 

systems platforms.  Some many attributes and techniques are combined to represent machine 

learning technology. But it is important first to understand the proper definition of machine 

learning and how machine learning has a massive impact on the current computer and network 

infrastructure.  
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So, what is machine learning? There are many definitions and explanations that were 

introduced over the years on machine learning. Machine learning is the area in computer 

science based on understanding pattern analysis and the principle of machine learning in 

artificial intelligence.  Machine learning deals with developing algorithms and studying 

algorithms that can understand a particular human and non-human behavior and predict the 

data generated. These algorithms use the available data to derive predictions and decisions. 

This is different from standard programming, as standard programming comes to conclusions 

based on static programming instructions, whereas machine learning algorithms are based on 

data-driven methodology [32]. 

In 1959, Arthur Samuel defined machine learning as a “Field of study that gives computers the 

ability to learn without being explicitly programmed.” Tom M. Mitchell provided a widely 

quoted, more formal definition: “A computer program is said to learn from experience E with 

respect to some class of tasks T and performance measure P, if its performance at tasks in T, 

as measured by P, improves with experience E” [32]. 

Machine learning is generally defined as actions taken in relation to improvements in artificial 

intelligence-related systems. This task includes information gathering, analysis, recognition, 

diagnosis, planning, robot control, prediction, decision making, etc.  Figure 1.2 represents a 

simple artificial intelligence system known as a typical AI agent [33].  

 

 
 

Figure 1.2: AI System [33] 
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This AI system will build its environment and computes necessary actions based on the results 

accumulated from each of these components shown in figure 1.2. The decisions are made in 

anticipation of their effects on the results. The changes made based on the previous results can 

be counted as learning, and the AI systems use various machine learning mechanisms 

depending on which subsystem is being changed [33].  

1.4.1 Important of machine learning 

There are several reasons to understand why machine learning is important. Some of them 

include: 

• The importance of establishing a relationship between input and output data for a 

greater set of sample inputs, machine learning algorithms can reorganize the internal 

structure to generate accurate outputs. Thus, the functionality is extended to form a 

connection among inputs and outputs. 

• Machine learning can perform data mining, which will help extract meaningful 

relationships and correlations hidden in a large pile of data. 

• Machine learning methods help to adapt to the changing working environment quickly. 

This will avoid the inefficiency that can cause a system in a production environment 

before and after that system is designed and commissioned. 

• The volume of information about these tasks can be too high for explicit encoding by 

humans. Machines that ultimately obtain this information would capture more of it 

than people would like to markdown. 

• Machine learning methods can help the AI systems adapt to the redesign based on new 

knowledge gained and the development of new technologies associated with the 

systems [33]. 

1.4.2 Machine Learning Algorithms 

Machine learning is applied in a wide range of fields like computer games, surveillance and 

security, data mining, virtual personal assistants like Amazon “Alexa,” Google home & 

personal assistants’ programs like Nest mini, and other areas like share market, search engines, 

medical diagnosis [35].   

Various machine learning algorithms are deployed to different areas of interest-based on the 

approach it needs to take, the type of input and output data, and the type and complexity of the 

problem the algorithm is placed to solve. The required machine learning algorithm which need 

to be chosen from the available techniques of "supervised learning", "unsupervised learning", 
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"semi-supervised learning," and "reinforcement learning" depends upon the availability of 

styles and categories of training data. Given below are the most commonly used machine 

learning algorithms across various fields [35]. 

• Decision Tree Learning 

 

Decision tree learning participates in a decision tree as a predictive model, which plots 

an item's expectations to predictions about its target value. A decision tree is a 

mathematical model that is used for classification. This machine-learning algorithm 

uses a tree structure technique to divide data into groups and represent the flowchart 

outcomes. This model classifies knowledge in a dataset by flowing through a request 

system from the root before reaching the leaf, which implies one class. The root is the 

grouping feature that plays a primary role, and the leaf determines the class [36][38]. 

 

• Rule-Based Learning 

 

Rule-based learning is another algorithm used in machine learning which is almost 

similar to a decision tree, and hence they can be converted to each other without much 

complexity. Identifying and utilizing a set of relational rules that collectively describe 

the information captured by the system is the defining characteristic of a rule-based 

machine learning environment. Unlike other machine learning algorithms, this is 

generally defined by a singular model that can be uniformly applied to any example to 

make a prediction [37][38]. 

 

• Artificial Neural Networks 

 

An artificial neural network algorithm is a machine learning algorithm inspired by 

natural neural networks' configuration and functional characteristics, widely referred to 

as the 'neural network.' Simulations are structured using a connectionist approach to 

estimating, processing information of an interactive group of artificial neurons. Modern 

neural networks are computational data processing tools that are non-linear. Typically, 

they are used to model dynamic relationships between inputs and outputs, to locate data 

correlations, or to capture the statistical structure of an undefined joint probability 

distribution function between variables observed [36][38]. 
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• Inductive Logic Programming 

 

Inductive logic programming is a rule-learning method that uses logic programming as 

a consistent representation for input cases, context knowledge, and hypotheses. The 

known history encoding an inductive logic programming scheme can derive a 

hypothesized logic program that includes both positive and no negative examples, with 

information and a collection of examples described as a rational database of evidence. 

Inductive programming is a similar discipline that considers the expression of theories 

in some form of programming language, such as functional programs [38]. 

 

• Support Vector Machines 

 

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) can be related to supervised learning methods used 

for classification and regression. The algorithm produces a model that predicts whether 

a new norm falls under one or another group, presenting a collection of training 

instances, each marked as belonging to one of two classes, an SVM training course 

[38][39]. It is possible to classify SVM models into four distinct groups, namely:   

a. Classification SVM Type or C-SVM classification 

b. Classification SVM Type 2 or nu-SVM classification 

c. Regression SVM Type 1 or epsilon-SVM regression 

d. Regression SVM Type 2 or nu-SVM regression 

 

• Clustering 

 

The clustering algorithm of machine learning is the analysis of a cluster. It is the 

allocation of information into subsets so that information within the same cluster is 

identical according to some pre-designated parameters or criteria. In contrast, 

observations from different clusters are dissimilar. Other clustering methods make 

various assumptions about the data structure, often described by a metric of similarity 

and evaluated, for example, by internal compactness and separation. It's between 

multiple clusters. Other approaches are based on the approximate density and 

connectivity of graphs. Clustering is a tool for unsupervised learning and a popular 

method for evaluating statistical results [38][39]. 
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• Bayesian Networks 

 

A Bayesian network is a stochastic graphic model relating a series of random variables 

and their conditional independence through a directed acyclic graph, also known as a 

belief network or directed acyclic graphical model. For instance, the probabilistic 

interactions between diseases and symptoms may be described by a Bayesian network. 

The network can measure the probabilities of different illnesses' occurrence and 

provided the signs [38]. 

 

• Reinforcement Learning 

 

To optimize any notion of long-term reward, reinforcement learning is concerned with 

how an agent belief to take action in an environment. Reinforcement learning 

algorithms focus on finding a policy that guides the agent's actions to the states of the 

universe in those states. Reinforcement learning varies from supervised learning in that 

sub-optimal action neither presents nor specifically corrects good input/output pairs. 

[38]. 

 

• Representation Learning 

 

Several learning algorithms, mostly unsupervised learning algorithms, seek to find 

better representations of the inputs provided during training. Typical examples include 

analysis of critical components and cluster analysis. Representation learning algorithms 

also attempt to conserve the data in their input but transform it in a way that makes it 

usable, often as a pre-processing step before classification or predictions are carried 

out. This will enable the information from the uncertain distribution of data generation 

to be reconstructed, while not always being faithful to configurations that are 

unplausible under that distribution [38]. 

 

• Genetic Algorithms 

 

Genetic algorithms are more stable algorithms and can be used for different problems 

of optimization. These algorithms do not deviate readily in the face of noise, unlike 

other machine learning and AI algorithms. Genetic algorithms may be used in large-

area or multimodal space searches. They are algorithms that rely on the evolutionary 

principle of natural and hereditary preference. Genetic algorithms are adaptive heuristic 
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search algorithms, i.e., the algorithms adopt an iterative pattern that differs over time. 

It is a form of reinforcement learning where it is important to provide feedback without 

specifying the correct direction. The input may be either positive or negative [40]. 

 

1.4.3 Applications 

Machine learning is one of the most discussed and applied technologies in this era. A 

combination of AI and machine learning algorithms are always made breakthroughs and 

increased the efficiency of many known computer technologies. Thus, machine learning has 

numerous applications and fields of interest in a wide variety of platforms. Some of them are 

listed below: 

• Webpage Ranking 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Webpage ranking on a search engine. 
 

One of the features most commonly seen on the internet is search engines. A wide 

range of search engines is available across the internet platform based on the user’s 

requirements. The webpages in a search engine are loaded based on the query 

submitted on the search engine, which then compares the webpages across various 

domains in the search engine database with the keyword embedded in the query [34].  

 

The figure 1.3 is an example of such search engine results (in this case, the search 

engine is Google) for the keyword “computer science.” So how the search engines 

produce these sorted lists of websites and related resources? The search engines use 
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machine learning algorithms to search through various website structures and analyze 

these with various sub-factors like the user’s geo-location, the frequency of keyword 

used, the number of times the websites are viewed, etc. After running through different 

automated machine learning algorithms and tools, the final result is displayed [34]. 

 

In figure 1.3, the search engine has also given the University of Alberta’s academic 

building one of the results. This is mainly because of two factors: the user’s geo 

location and the frequency of visits made to the University of Alberta’s website and 

academic buildings (based on the google maps statistical data) [34]. 

 

• Collaborative Filtering 

 

Another important yet similar to that of webpage ranking is the collaborative filtering 

of data. This data can be of anyone, of any type, or any level of complexity. 

Collaborative filtering is the process of filtering a result based on analyzing the users' 

or computer systems' previous behavior. This can be explained with a comparative 

example, like the suggestion list the users usually get on their Netflix page, or the 

suggestion of similar genre books in the Amazon e-commerce website, or the case of 

Facebook, the friends' suggestions based on mutual friends or with another common 

factor. These are all because of the collaborative filtering process powered by various 

machine learning and AL techniques with various complexity levels [34]. 

  

• Facial and Named Entity Recognition 

 

One of the main applications in which machine learning has proven highly effective is 

the technique of facial recognition. This machine learning application has a huge role 

in various security levels in various governmental and non-governmental institutions 

and individual capacity. Various security applications like access control use this 

technology [34].  

 

This technology categorizes the faces of an individual and identifies his or her security 

level of authorization. This is achieved by converting the facial blueprint into complex 

mathematical values based on the distance between the two eyes, the shape of the face, 

etc., and process these values in machine learning algorithms to authenticate the facial 

image. There are various complexity levels in this process, and a relative number of 

times AI techniques are adapted with machine learning algorithms [34]. 
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Named entity recognition is another application which sometimes used along with 

facial recognition. Named entity recognition deals with the problem of identifying 

materials or a particular entity. These identifications are very important for data mining 

and automatic extraction, and understanding of documents. For example, some latest 

applications like Apple Mail uses this technique to identify and auto-fill the address of 

shipping and fill them automatically to the address book.  Although systems that use 

hand-crafted rules can lead to satisfactory results, using examples of marked-up 

documents to automatically learn those dependencies is much more effective, 

particularly if we want to deploy the framework in several languages [34]. 

 

Figure 1.4 is an example of named entity recognition in which a tool called LingPipe 

is used to tag a person's name. The relevant information like location, organization, 

etc., is tagged along for further information extraction [34]. 

 

 

Figure 1.4: Named entity tagging of a news article [34]. 

 

• Automated Hacking 

 

Automated hacking is another important machine learning application with a wide 

range of positive and negative impacts in this world. Adaptation of machine learning 

and AI technology into computer hacking has created a significant difference in 

approaching such automated hacking offensively and defensively. Machine learning is 

used in intrusion detection, random & continuous injections, Distributed Denial of 

Service (DDoS) attacks. This paper will further discuss these two aspects of offensive 

and defensive ways in automated hacking and more about machine learning in the 

coming chapters.  

 

Apart from these applications, given below is the list of more technologies that adopt machine 

learning as the critical technique of execution and processing. 
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▪ Affective computing 

▪ Bioinformatics 

▪ Brain-machine interfaces 

▪ Cheminformatics 

▪ Classifying DNA sequences 

▪ Computational advertising 

▪ Computational finance 

▪ Detecting credit card fraud 

▪ Game playing 

▪ Internet fraud detection 

▪ Machine perception 

▪ Medical diagnosis 

▪ Natural language processing 

▪ Optimization and metaheuristic 

▪ Recommender systems 

▪ Robot locomotion 

▪ Sequence mining 

▪ Software engineering 

▪ Speech and handwriting recognition 

▪ Stock market analysis 

▪ Structural health monitoring 

▪ Syntactic pattern recognition
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Chapter 2: Automated Hacking 
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2.1 Automated Hacking - Then and Now  

Automated hacking is a new form of computer hacking that can be carried out directly or 

remotely with a much higher success rate. Automated hacking is carried out by computer 

programs that are programmed to analyze the vulnerability of a system(s) and carry out hacking 

attacks based on the analysis. This method replaces the manual techniques of hacking in which 

an attacker manually performs the steps in an attack sequence. Manual Methods take time and 

need much preparation to carry out a successful attack. This includes extensive research on the 

target, implementing new algorithms, writing down new source codes, or developing new tools 

to attack a specific target [12]. 

Automating the different phases of an attack provides a structured overview of vulnerabilities 

in a system. Automating an attack includes running scripts that can collect information on the 

target system (reconnaissance), executing programs that can hack into a system without manual 

intervention [12]. 

Automated hacking is considered one of the most sophisticated computer programming areas 

with high integrity in coding and running platform-independent. Programmers have created 

many such automated attacking tools that concentrate on achieving specific tasks like network 

exploitation, system analysis, phishing, penetration testing, and surveillance and are flooded in 

the market as paid and freeware tools [12]. 

Automated hacking tools provide freedom to its users of not studying the attacking methods 

and their techniques. Instead, these tools help them to attack or defend a system/network in a 

short period without any literature review. This enhanced the number of cybersecurity 

incidences and its response to depend on such automated hacking tools for future references 

and to develop countermeasures. 

Automated hacking tools and scripts are used in different stages of a hacking process. In 2019, 

Managed Threat Detection and Response (MTR) team, who conducted various cyber threat 

operations, noticed that the attackers were automating the earlier stages of their attacks to 

access the target system and then complete the objective of their attack [13].  

Once the automated tools led them into a target system, the following main objective is to 

remain stealth. The remaining stealth will keep their presence unnoticed, and thereby the 

attackers can analyze the environment and collect valuable intelligence from that. Tools like 
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Nmap and netstat can be used to move the operations into higher priority targets without being 

detected [13]. 

It is easy to notice that the concept of automated hacking has been changed or upgraded over 

the years. Every year, a new concept in technology and security has been introduced into the 

world. So, the users who use the automated hacking methodology to defend and attack a 

network or a system are forced to conduct research on these new concepts and develop new 

automated programs to achieve their hacking objective. For example, a hacker uses a 

vulnerability in an organization's network to create and deploy an automated hacking tool to 

the network. Over time, the engineers will correct this vulnerability with the help of new or 

existing technology. This will force the hacker to upgrade his hacking concepts to gain access 

to the network again.  

Earlier the automated scripts were introduced into the IT world as part of automated programs 

and testing. This was followed by internet bots and automated hacking tools powered by strong 

AI technology and machine learning concepts. A more detailed explanation about these 

methodologies and technics is included in this chapter. 

2.2 Automated Scripting 

Automation scripting is a process of automating an existing script or a set of programs that can 

be executed and managed automatically without having to do custom script development and 

maintenance going forward. This will drastically reduce the human efforts in writing and 

managing codes and facilitating the development costs and timelines [14].  

An automation script contains various sections, including launch points, variables with a 

corresponding value in it (values that will be used while the automated scripts are running), 

and the source code [15]. One of the main things to consider in automated scripting is that most 

automated scripts are platform-dependent. Most of the automated scripts are developed to run 

on a particular framework or a framework with similarities. 

Scripting always had its challenges in every stage of processing. When it comes to automating 

an entire enterprise system using scripts, it requires more advanced scripting commands that 

can target the particular area in the system and use other systems execution commands, 

including the use of the Command Line interface, to achieve automation. Also, automated 

scripts require a unique environment to run and execute their tasks. This creates problems in 

getting adapted to dynamic changes [14]. Some of these challenges were overcome by 
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deploying AL and machine learning techniques into these automated scripts that triggered 

dynamic responses based on the targeting path form changes and made the scripting faster and 

efficient.  

Software testing is one of the areas in which the automated scripting had shown significant use. 

Because of its' integrity and efficiency, automated software testing became so popular in the 

software development and testing industries. Automation testing reduced the overall effort of 

testing software and thereby reduced software deployment time. The test scripts used in 

automation testing consist of a series of commands and events executed based on the logical 

decisions scripted in the test cases [16]. 

There are different scripting techniques used in automation testing; some are the Linear 

scripting technique, Structured and Shared, Data-Driven scripting technique, Keyword-Driven 

scripting technique, etc. All these scripting techniques are used based on the complexity of the 

testing and the software's behavior [16]. Table 2.1 provides a detailed comparison of all these 

scripting techniques  

 

Table 2.1: Comparison Between Different Scripting Techniques [16] 

 

The integrity, efficiency, and security of software and the system in which the software runs 

depend on how rigorously the software has been tested with various test scripts. A security 

vulnerability can be discovered in such software testing, or different behavior of the software 

model can be analyzed and can be corrected based on the test results. Suppose the software 

testing is not conducted correctly. In such cases, there is a possibility that the security 
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vulnerability (if any) to be used against the software as a gateway to access the entire system 

or the network in case.  

2.3 Bots and Botnets 

Bots are defined as a script or a group of correlated programs developed to repeatedly and 

automatically operate and achieve specific functions. Most of the time, the bots are activated 

remotely or otherwise activated automatically based on the function scripted into it while 

developing. Bots are always used both for legal purposes as well as for illegal (malicious) 

purposes. Those bots used for legitimate purposes like supporting search engines are called 

Benevolent bots, and those bots used for unlawful purposes are called Malicious bots [17].  

The categorization of bots as benevolent and malicious depends on various factors like the core 

objective of deploying the bots, who is deploying it, and the impact the bots can cause on the 

platform being deployed. For example, a law enforcement agency can use a benevolent bot to 

run its systems and make some functions efficient, i.e., for a defensive purpose. 

Simultaneously, they can also deploy malicious bots to a target system or network to again 

information about a person or to again access the system or for surveillance purposes [17].  

Botnets always pose a security threat to the digital world in various ways. With the growing 

sophistication of botnets representing different system intrusion techniques, it’s still 

challenging for individuals and organizations to defend against it [17]. 

Over the years, the botnets' capability has increased substantially, and the result was the 

increase in reports of cyber-attacks caused or initiated by botnets. It has been estimated that the 

number of systems used in botnets is over in millions [18]. 

Over the years, the objective of deploying a botnet was changed, and thus the overall 

architecture of a botnet changes based on the purpose. This always makes it challenging for the 

security software (e.g., antivirus) and personals to defend and detect botnets' operations in a 

system/network [18]. 

 In earlier days of the botnet, the objective of deploying botnets was to express “script kiddie” 

vandalism and demonstration of programming skills over the black hat and white hat 

community. This slowly changed to profit-based attacks on organizations and extortion that 

may or may not be backed by organized crimes. This profit-based use of botnets has motivated 

the development of more sophisticated botnets, as mentioned before [18]. 
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Apart from being categorized as a security problem, bots are also used in various situations that 

help engineers and analysts find and fix many issues, especially when it comes to network 

security and software development. The development of software bots powered by explainable 

Artificial Intelligence or “explainable AI” has made a practical approach in targeted analysis 

and bug fixing, which further reduced the development and testing time of software and 

minimized vulnerabilities in a system software [18].  

2.4  Information Security Management Automation  

As defined in ISO 27001, Information Security Management (ISM) deals with establishing, 

implementing, operating, monitoring, reviewing, maintaining, and improving an Information 

Security Management System (ISMS) [19]. ISM provides the process model which can be used 

to apply automation technology in security systems and networks [20].   

Automating a security system starts with planning the risk. Risk management of automating an 

information security system can be demonstrated with the help of security ontology. Figure 2.1 

represents the security ontology concepts and their relationship to each section in an 

information security system. 

 

Figure 2.1: Security ontology - main concepts and relationships [20] 

The Security ontology [4] is based on the security relationship model presented in the special 

publication 800-12 of the National Institute of Standards and Technology. The above figure 

(figure 2.1) clearly projects a security ontology in which threats, vulnerabilities, controls, and 

implementations are pivotal elements [21].  
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A vulnerability can be led to the creation of another vulnerability or a threat, which further 

compromises a system's security in many ways.  The security ontology also differential the 

type of vulnerabilities as physical, technical, or administrative. The origin of these threats 

(human or natural source) also plays a crucial role in finding a solution.  

Once a vulnerability is captured, it is important to take immediate corrective actions so as to 

protect the respective assets by preventive, curative, deterrent, recovery, or detective measures 

(control types). Each control type is derived based on the international security standards, and 

thus it further helps in mobility and reusability.  The coded ontology follows the OWL-DL 

(W3CWeb Ontology Language) standard and ensures that the knowledge is characterized in a 

standardized and formal form to enable it's employed by automated systems [21]. 

By having a standard definition of the domain and the device security platform, the security 

ontology enables interoperability. A formalization of common knowledge that facilitates 

computer processability and allows reusing knowledge already gathered by intelligence 

collection offers additional security ontology (enables reusability due to adaptation of 

international security standards). These all together support the risk management automation 

of an information security system [20].  

 

Table 2.2: ISO 27001 Controls That Can Be Automated [20] 
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When it comes to automating the security controls, the ISO 27001 has clearly mentioned the 

automation possibility and how it can affect security system management. Table 2.2 shows the 

various controls that can be automated based on the ISO 27001 standards and provides 

examples for these controls. If the control functions can be performed without human 

involvement, a security check can be automated. Some controls can be completely automated, 

as machine-readable and processable resources are needed for operations and control 

monitoring. Simultaneously, some controls can only be automated partially (or to a certain 

level) because the control system still requires human resources to process [20]. 

2.5 Security Content Automation Protocol 

Security Content Automation Protocol (SCAP) is developed by the National Institute of 

Standards and Technology to overcome the deficiencies like standardization and 

interoperability across security tools and reduce the security administration costs on covering 

the vulnerabilities caused due to these. SCAP is a suite specification that standardizes the 

format and nomenclature by which the security software tools transfer data related to the 

software identification, flaws, and security configurations. SCAP supports vulnerability 

checking using automated technology, control compliance activities, and security 

measurements related to that [22]. 

SCAP framework allows automation of managing security checklists, examine various 

vulnerabilities in different security platforms, and report it instantly [22][23]. This framework 

replaces the traditional manual way of witting the security checklists, and the actions need to 

be taken based on the audited results of those checklists [22].  

2.5.1 SCAP Technical Specifications 

 

Category  Specification Definition 

Language Extensible Configuration Checklist 

Description Format (XCC DF) 

An XML specification for structured collections of security 

configuration rules used by an operating system (OS) and 

application platforms. 

 

 Open Vulnerability and Assessment 

Language (OVAL) 

An XML specification for exchanging technical details on how to 

check systems for security-related software flaws, configuration 

issues, 

and patches. 

Enumeration Common Platform Enumeration 

(CPE) 

A naming convention for hardware, OS, and application products. 
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 Common Configuration 

Enumeration (CCE) 

A dictionary of names for software security configuration issues, 

such as access-control and password-policy settings. 

 

Vulnerability Common Vulnerabilities and 

Exposures (CVE) 

A dictionary of names for publicly known security-related software 

flaws. 

 Common Vulnerability Scoring 

System (CVSS) 

A method for classifying characteristics of software flaws and 

assigning severity scores based on these characteristics. 

 

Table 2.3: Current Security Content Automation Protocol (SCAP) specifications [22] 

SCAP technical specifications are categorized into three sections, as seen in Table 2.3. They 

are 

a) Languages for specifying the security checklists, defining the testing procedures for 

these checklists. 

b) Enumerations for security and product-related information. 

c) Vulnerability analysis and scoring system for checking the vulnerability's behavior and 

generate scores based on those analyses [22]. 

2.5.2 Limitations of SCAP 

It is clear that SCAP deals with different categories of threats, which can mitigate other threats 

even if only one solution is employed. The main problem with the SCAP solution is that they 

are always deployed directly into the system. The SCAP tools should be run locally or through 

privileged access, which is not suitable for cloud systems. This will compromise the SCAP 

solutions as the user cannot rely on the tools or the results developed  
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Chapter 3: Automated Hacking for 

Defensive Purposes
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3.1 AI and Machine learning for defence: 

Automated hacking using AI and Machine Learning techniques has a huge role in defending a 

system from various cyber-attacks. Over time, multiple studies showed that recovering from a 

cyber-attack is very expensive than establishing a countermeasure to avoid such attacks. These 

cyber-attacks not only affect an organization financially, but they will affect their reputation 

too. Also, sometimes these organizations have to pay the government's penalty for failing to 

counter such cyber-attacks. These factors pushed various industries and organizations to invest 

in building tools and systems to defend against automated hacking.  

Various organizations develop automated hacking tools to test it on their systems and analyze 

how vulnerable the system is and the drawbacks of their active security measures.  These tools 

provide a digital footprint to the user on what he needs to protect, the scale of the digital attack 

the system can handle, and the vulnerabilities present. These assessments with automated 

hacking tools will not provide 100% protection from cyber-attacks but rather offers proactive 

detection and mitigation of the system's risks. 

Over the years, deep research and development boosted machine learning and AI in taking part 

in computer engineering and networking technology. One such advancement is the role of 

machine learning and AI techniques in making automated hacking efficient. Machine learning 

and AI techniques can analyze a system by faster calculations and running millions of 

permutations. AI uses complex mathematical progressions with too many If Else statements 

integrated with some exceptions and handlings. The concept is that the Artificial Neural 

Network does the handling and the genetic algorithms do the learning part.  

Machine Learning and AI techniques include various simple and complex algorithms widely 

used to perform various tasks, including stimulating attacks, performing various 

reconnaissance steps, etc. These tasks help in attacking a system effectively and potentially 

helping analysts check, defend, and secure vulnerability with no physical brainstorming 

required.  

Machine learning and AI techniques help from simple malware analysis to the most complex 

vulnerability analysis. They are being used to improve protection, perform repetitive analysis 

scans, and generate log reports. On the other hand, these techniques can be programmed to 

perform fast cyber-attacks, replicate, make them undetectable, perform deep data 

manipulations and destruction, and launch attacks on multiple sources. 
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3.2 Automated Cyber Threat Intelligence 

As discussed in previous sections, the number of cyber threats is increasing at an alarming rate. 

New models of attacks and vulnerability exploitations are causing huge problems and financial 

burdens across the globe. It is crucial to have always an upper hand in dealing with these cyber 

threats to avoid and defend these attacks from happening and reduce the collateral damage in 

case of a successful attack. This is where an automated cyber threat intelligence gathering has 

made significant importance in the white hat community [41]. 

Cyber threat intelligence refers to “the set of data collected, assessed and applied regarding 

security threats, threat actors, exploits, malware, vulnerabilities, and compromises indicators.” 

Cyber threat intelligence has helped security professionals understand cyber threat signs, 

extract information about the attack methods, and react correctly and on time to the attack [41].  

So, the question is; “How can this related information be collected, and how can we process 

such a large amount of information to extract all the vital intelligence?” This is where the AI 

and machine learning techniques are applied with the efficiency of automating the overall 

process of cyber threat intelligence. 

To understand, analyze, learn, and operate intelligently against sophisticated cyber threats, 

cyber threat intelligence's evolving field considers the implementation of artificial intelligence 

and machine learning techniques. Researchers have taken various artificial intelligence 

approaches into account in recent years to provide cybersecurity personnel to identify signs of 

cyber-attacks. In particular, related to their demonstrated productivity in malware analysis (in 

both static and dynamic) and network anomaly detection, thus creating a growing trend in the 

use of machine learning (ML) and data mining techniques [41]. 

The automated cyber threat intelligence is achieved through five necessary and correlated steps. 

Figure 3.1 represents five steps of automated cyber threat intelligence and shows how they are 

correlated with automation. 
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Figure 3.1: Five steps of automated cyber threat intelligence [42] 

3.2.1 Automated Intelligence Collection 

Intelligence collection is the initial and vital stage of cyber threat intelligence. The intelligence 

data can be collected from any source with different levels of complexity. Basically, these 

sources are categorized into two:  

• External Intelligence Sources 

 

Figure 3.2: External intelligence sources [42]    
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External intelligence sources are always vulnerable to tampering, and the successful 

extraction of vital intelligence from these sources is time taking procedure. Figure 3.2 

represents the list of external sources that can be relied on to prevent attacks, detect 

and neutralize security breaches, identifying the vulnerable systems and employees, 

etc. [42]. The data extracted from these sources can be processed using simple 

machine learning algorithms like decision tree algorithms (refer to section 1.4.2) and 

deploying advanced state-of-the-art AI-powered data collection tools like PRISM.  

Even though, with the potential to data mining this intelligence, the integrity of these 

data is always questionable because of the sources the intelligence is extracted. 

• Internal Intelligence Sources 

 

Figure 3.3: Internal intelligence sources [42] 

Internal intelligence sources consist of areas located inside the designated organization 

or a company, or even a system. These data can be used to identify security 
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vulnerabilities, provide context to threat activity, detect a wide variety of security 

incidents like malicious network traffic, anomalous credential usage, abnormal traffic 

flow from the system, etc. Like the external intelligence sources, with the help of 

internal intelligence sources, we can detect the vulnerable devices and employees and 

generate internal intelligence feeds and industry-based threat data [42]. Figure 3.3 

provides the list of internal intelligence sources that can be used to extract vital 

information. 

3.2.2  Automated Intelligence Transformation 

Intelligence transformation can be defined as the process of extracting valuable information 

from a set of data collected from various intelligence collection sources. This process is further 

expanded by deploying automated scripts and automation tools to increase efficiency. 

Automated intelligence transformation is powered by data mining, machine learning 

algorithms, and AI techniques [43.]. 

Machine learning facilitates automatic and continuous learning by tracking, evaluating, and 

eventually presenting potential measures through data analysis to alter or boost performance. 

Its potential to detect patterns or deviations in big data provides much-anticipated processing 

power while enabled with AI techniques. Three main elements are comprised of intelligence 

transformation are [43]. 

• Big Data 

 

Big data is the engine behind the intelligence transformation because trends, 

interactions, and observations are buried inside the increasing bounty of organized and 

unstructured data: the more information, the better. And the more detailed, the more 

granular, the more comprehensive the data (with robust metadata), and the less latency, 

the better. 

• Advanced Analytics 

 

Advanced Analytics incorporates advanced computational methods (statistics, data 

analysis, predictive analytics, machine learning, big data, reinforcement learning) to 

pull out or discover business, product, and organizational knowledge from this 

increasing volume of data. 
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• Intelligent Applications 

 

Applications are the medium for offering actionable insights (think prescriptive and 

preventive recommendations) and documenting as they communicate with the program 

the subsequent experiences and behavior of humans and machines. 

 

3.2.3 Automated Intelligence Aggregation 

A centralized database guarantees the capacity to respond and align quickly promptly against 

the current cyber threats. In a common point of fact, aggregating threat analysis keeps the most 

precise and up-to-date record of observations and enrichments from multiple intelligence 

outlets, including cooperation between defense teams and enrichments from internal networks 

[44].  

Automated intelligence aggregation consists of aggregating data from external and internal 

sources. Aggregating of internal intelligence deals with collecting selective packet data, 

incident-response reports, internally derived intelligence reports. Whereas external intelligence 

aggregation deals with ingesting from multiple sources of data like feeds of indicators, 

structured data with context, etc. [44].  

The automated intelligence aggregation platform should also query other predictor servers and 

credibility folders, such as blacklists, VirusTotal, etc. It should obtain information on the 

enrichment of markers, such as IPGEO (geographical data). 

An automated intelligence aggregation platform requires external pivoting to be analyst-driven 

and automatic. By comparing it to other vulnerability operations, pivoting is a way to bring 

knowledge into perspective. External pivoting aims at external information such as pDNS, 

repositories of malware, and domain intelligence [44]. 

3.2.4 Automated Intelligence Analysis 

Once the collected intelligence is aggregated, before an appropriate action plan can be created, 

it needs to be processed and put into perspective. This is when it comes to automated 

intelligence analysis. The data has no meaning without analysis. So, it is important to process 

this available intelligence in the right way so as to make it useful in the future [44].  

The aggregated data may be manually or automatically analyzed. For successful analysis, 

human analysis using a validated technique such as the Diamond Methodology is important. 
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The pitfall with manual research is that it takes so many hours for people to overlook important 

connections. Therefore, wherever possible, analysis needs to be automated. Automated 

processing achieves findings more efficiently and thus in more significant amounts. The 

approach is versatile and gives a higher degree of scientific detail [44]. 

3.2.5 Automated Intelligence Actions & Sharing 

The final step of cyber threat intelligence is the sharing or transfer of processed intelligence 

into relevant areas. As well as taking security decisions based on the intelligence analyzed. 

These security actions should focus on preventing threats to the system or containing already 

occurred breaches.  

As mentioned before, the cumulative collection of intelligence from various sources helps in 

taking real actions and thus facilitates detailed metrics on information management of high 

thrust threat-related incidents. The distribution, either for internal use or external sharing of 

merged threat information, threat evaluation, or other reports, enables an entity to engage in 

more extensive security culture, thus improving its protections against adversaries [44]. 

3.3 Orchestrated Security Infrastructure 

Cybersecurity threats have significant corporate and socio-economic implications, such as loss 

of sales, credibility, information technology disruption, theft of confidential data, and 

customer-sensitive information. To prevent known and unknown attacks and mitigate the 

repercussions typically associated with technical flaws and risks, companies use multiple 

security solutions [45]. 

Providers of security solutions use multiple technology and paradigms to design, deliver and 

run their security solutions that are not readily compatible and interoperable to serve the 

Security Operation Centre (SOC) effectively and efficiently [45]. 

Orchestrated security infrastructure aims to implement technological and socio-technical 

strategies to incorporate multi-vendor security resources as a single whole to support SOC 

security personnel. Organizations are rapidly implementing responsive, autonomous, and 

collaborative security orchestration platforms to allow security professionals to reliably and 

efficiently execute their responsibilities [45]. 

A security orchestration initiative encourages individuals, practices, and technology to 

collaborate to strengthen enterprises' security knowledge for improved control and security 
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operations. Security orchestration is a requirement for security automation, which uses 

information technology, automated machine learning algorithms, and artificial intelligence to 

track, deter, and recover automatically from cyber threats without human intervention [45]. 

3.3.1 What is Orchestration [46]? 

According is Red Hat Inc, “Orchestration is the automated configuration, management, and 

coordination of computer systems, applications, and services. Orchestration helps IT to more 

easily manage complex tasks and workflows.” [46].  

Orchestration can be defined as a system administrative methodology that can perform 

automated configuration, coordination, and management of a computer and software system. 

A centrally controlled collection of workflow logic makes interoperability between two or 

more separate programs more straightforward in these systems. A typical orchestration 

implementation is a hub-and-spoke model that allows a central orchestration engine to 

communicate with several external participants [47]. 

One of the guiding criteria behind these technologies' production was to handle the 

convergence of broad business processes. Through orchestration, it is possible to link various 

processes without redeveloping the solutions that originally automated the processes. By 

adding fresh workflow logic, orchestration fills this void. Also, the use of orchestration will 

greatly minimize the difficulty of environments with solutions. The workflow's logic is 

abstracted and retained more effectively than when incorporated within elements of individual 

solutions [47]. 

3.3.2 Security orchestration vs. Security automation 

Security automation can be defined as the ability to perform single/multiple security operations 

independently without intervention from a human being. In contrast, security orchestration is 

the ability of a system to perform various automation operations across various platforms. This 

suggests that automation activities are part of the overall orchestration process, which 

encompasses broader, more complicated situations and assignments [48].  

With this being said, we may assume that orchestration involves the automated integration and 

control of processes, middleware, and resources. Security orchestration integrates various 

automated and semi-automated procedures to execute a complex process or workflow 

automatically, and these may consist of various automated tasks or programs [48]. 
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By distinguishing between a single task and an entire process, automation and orchestration 

can best be understood. Only a single task is handled by automation, while orchestration uses 

a more complex set of functions and processes. It accelerates things when a task is automated, 

particularly when it comes to repeating basic tasks. But with simple automation, optimizing an 

approach is impossible, as it only handles a single task. A process is not restricted to a single 

function, so only with orchestration is optimization possible. If done right, orchestration 

achieves the primary objective of speeding up the entire process from beginning to end [48]. 

Optimizing a process is the main aim of orchestration. Although security automation is limited 

to a single approach being automated, orchestration goes well beyond this. On the other hand, 

with automation supplying the requisite speed processes, orchestration offers a simplified 

solution and process optimization [48]. 

3.3.3 DNS Sinkhole 

Domain Name Service (DNS) is the directory that provides access to various websites. DNS is 

considered as one of the foundations of the internet. DNS service is provided worldwide using 

DNS servers worldwide with different configurations and security settings complexity levels. 

Because of its heavy traffic flow, DNS is always prone to various attacks.  

With high-volume messages from DNS resolver servers, DNS reflection attacks will swamp 

victims. Attackers use the victim's spoofed IP address to request huge DNS files from all the 

open DNS solvers they can identify to do so. The victim experiences a stream of unrequested 

DNS data as the resolvers respond, which overwhelms their computers.  

DNS spoofing is achieved by initiating a DNS sinkhole attack or otherwise known as a DNS 

blackhole attack. This prevents specific targeted URLs from getting resolved in the network. 

This can be done by configuring the DNS forwarder to return a particular URL with a fake IP 

address. DNS sinkhole should be used to avoid enterprise-level links to malicious URLs. By 

inserting a false entry to the DNS, malicious URLs may be blocked, and there would be a 

second level of security. Firewalls and proxies are normally used in the enterprise to block 

malicious traffic [49]. 

DNS sinkhole is considered one of the powerful methods to avoid Botnet (refer to section 2.3) 

attacks across the internet. To prevent any such attacks, we reply to extracting malicious or 

potentially vulnerable URLs from the internet and applying them to the DNS sinkhole system. 

With the new domain blacklist used by the DNS sinkhole scheme, we will be able to identify 
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and prevent the most malicious activities on the Internet early on [50]. Figure 3.4 shows the 

DNS sinkhole system and how it works. 

 

Figure 3.4: DNS Sinkhole System [50] 

The main objective of the DNS sinkhole system is to block the chain of communication 

between the command and control (C&C) servers and so-called “Zombie PCs” (computers that 

are connected to the internet and are compromised by botnets).  If zombie PCs send a DNS 

query to a DNS server without a DNS sinkhole server, they can obtain the C&C server's IP 

address. This means that they will connect to the C&C server and will be supplied with 

malicious commands. But, when the DNS sinkhole system server runs, the DNS server will 

return the sinkhole server's IP address, not the C&C servers. Thus, since zombie PCs link to 

the sinkhole server, we will prevent the transmission of malicious commands to zombie PCs 

[50].  

3.3.4 Syslog Collector 

Syslog collector is a system tool that can record system log data. It can be operated as a central 

log collection tool for the entire security infrastructure, thus provides a feather of evidence 

collection and thrust protection. Syslog collectors are used as a storage option for a long period. 

It helps in automated intelligence-integration for system log analysis and reporting of 

automated breach detection. Thus, act as a booster for machine learning algorithms to detect 

and trigger security incident responses from the syslog collector's logs.  
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Most of the Syslog collectors consist of mainly three core components [51]: 

• Syslog Listener: Takes data sent to UDP port 514 from Syslog messages and stores it 

in a consolidated area. 

• Syslog Internal Database: Syslog data is maintained by the strongest Syslog servers 

inside an internal database. 

• Syslog Filtering System: The amount of time taken to sift through all this information 

is reduced by filtering log messages. 

 

Some of the Syslog collectors available are:  

• SolarWinds Kiwi Syslog 

• Paessler PRTG Syslog 

• SnmpSoft Syslog Watcher 

• Splunk Light 

• Fastvue Syslog 

3.4 Automated Incident Response (AIR) 

Incident response is a term used to describe the method by which an entity responds with a data 

breach or cyber breach and how the organization tries to handle the results of the attack or 

violation (the 'incident'). Ultimately, the aim is to handle the event efficiently so that the 

damage is minimized. All recovery time and expenditures are kept at a minimum, and collateral 

damage such as brand image [52]. 

Organizations should have a specific emergency management plan in place, at the very least. 

This strategy should identify an organization's occurrence and include a simple, guided 

structure to be implemented when an incident happens. Besides, it is advisable to identify the 

departments, personnel, or representatives responsible for overseeing both the overall effort for 

incident response and those responsible for taking each action stated in the incident response 

plan [52]. 

3.4.1 Importance of automation 

Automating the response to security incidents helps the organization’s security operations staff 

triage alerts more quickly, adapt quicker to critical incidents, and incorporate your current 

defense technologies seamlessly into a more effective and robust incident management 
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program. To recognize and respond to security threats and events, automation speeds up 

standard responses and routine activities; thus, no human interaction is required. The goal of 

automation in incident management is to help organizations develop around-the-clock 

protection systems [53]. 

The effect of automatic incident response can mostly be felt in the real-time identification and 

response of attacks. Ninety-one percent of cyber-attacks, for example, begin with a phishing 

email and an automatic incident response in place. However, without any human interference, 

these warnings and risks can be addressed efficiently. Automation removes researchers' need 

to regularly dig through hundreds of alerts, from obtaining ransomware intel to following set 

processes and remedying risks [53].  

According to the SANS Institute [54], the most automatic processes are to remotely execute 

custom content or signatures from security suppliers and block command and control on 

malicious IP addresses, followed by deleting rogue files. Techniques that are least likely to be 

automated include isolating contaminated computers during remediation from a network, 

locking down networks, and taking them offline [53][54]. The effective incident response, 

according to the SANS Institute, is six. These six steps are discussed below as sub-topics of 

AIR. 

3.4.2 AIR Preparation 

Preparing for an unavoidable security breach is the most critical step of incident response. 

Preparation allows organizations to evaluate how best their Computer Incident Response Team 

(CIRT) will respond to an incident, including policy, response plan/strategy, communication, 

documentation, CIRT team, determination, access control, tools, and training [54].  

The policy includes a written collection of guidelines, laws, or practices; it is one of the main 

components that guide when an event has occurred in an organization. The policy is followed 

by a response plan and strategy that takes care of circumstances and prioritizes them based on 

their impact on the organization [54].  

Since it will be essential to reach particular people during an incident, having a communication 

plan is crucial. When it is necessary to contact them, and why, the whole CIRT should know 

who to contact. The most important justification for reporting an incident is that it may be used 

as evidence to put the suspect(s) to trial if the incident is viewed as a criminal offense. The 

other explanation that is just as important for recording is for lessons learned [54]. 
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3.4.3 AIR Identification 

This stage deals with the diagnosis and assessment of whether an incident is a deviation from 

regular activities within an organization, and its scope implies that the deviation is actually an 

incident. This basic phase allows one to obtain incidents from multiple sources, such as log 

files, error messages, and other tools, such as firewalls and intrusion detection systems, that 

can provide information to decide whether an incident is an incident. Suppose an occurrence is 

confirmed to be a specific case. In that case, it can be reported as quickly as possible to allow 

ample time for the CIRT to gather information and prepare for the previous measures [54].  

CIRT representatives should be alerted at this point of an event, and contact between members 

and authorized command center personnel should be organized. To handle an incident, it is 

recommended that at least two incident handlers are present so that one can be the primary 

handler who can identify and examine the incident and the other to aid in collecting 

information. It is important to connect and coordinate between CIRT participants, especially if 

the event's complexity can substantially affect business operations [54]. 

As mentioned above, these records should be able to address the who, when, when, when, and 

how questions whether the evidence was to be used to prosecute the perpetrator(s) in court. 

This is also the stage in which emergency victims should record everything they are doing. The 

CIRT team will continue with the next step after assessing the incident's extent and reporting 

the facts [54]. 

3.4.4 AIR Containment 

Once an incident is detected or established, it is a top priority to contain it. The primary focus 

in an AIR containment is to control and mitigate the damage and prevent the possibility of 

further damages in the future. This is because the faster the containment is controlled; the fewer 

damages can cause. It is important to remember that all of the suggested steps of SANS should 

be taken during the containment process, especially to "prevent the destruction of any evidence 

that may be required for prosecution later." These steps involve short-term containment, back-

up of the device, and long-term containment [54]. 

3.4.5 AIR Eradication 

The actual removal and reconstruction of affected systems are discussed in this process. To 

assess the expense of human hours and other services to evaluate the organization's total effect, 
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continued reporting of all steps taken would be critical, as with any of the previous phases of 

incident management. It is also essential to ensure that sufficient measures have been taken to 

remove the infected devices from harmful and other illegal material to ensure that they are 

thoroughly safe [54]. 

In general, this will involve a complete re-imaging of the hard drive(s) of a system to ensure 

that all malicious material has been deleted and that reinfection is avoided. This process is also 

performed when, after learning what caused the incident, protections can be strengthened to 

ensure that the system will not be breached again [54]. 

3.4.6 AIR Recovery 

The key activities involved with this phase in incident response are inspecting, tracking, and 

validating systems before bringing them back into production to ensure that they are not re-

infected or damaged. To resume processes, validate and check corrupted systems, track for 

suspicious behaviors, and use resources for checking, tracking, and validating system behavior, 

this process also involves decision-making in terms of time and date [54]. 

3.4.7 AIR Lessons Learned 

After all the others, the essential step is Lessons Learned. The goal of this stage is to complete 

any paperwork that has not been completed since the incident and any new documentation that 

might help future accidents. To have a play-by-play analysis of the whole event, the text should 

also be published in the form of a paper; the report should be capable of addressing the 

questions that can emerge during the lessons learned meeting: Who, When, What, Why, and 

How [54]. 

The main aim is to learn about the events that happened within an organization in the case of a 

similar occurrence and enhance the staff's efficiency and provide reference resources. The 

papers may also be used as instructional manuals for new team members or as a benchmark for 

future reference emergencies [54].  

The lessons learned should be conducted as quickly as possible; within two weeks of the 

incident, a reasonable rule of thumb is. In an executive summary style, the conference should 

run over the incident response report with finalization. It should be kept short not to lose the 

crowd's interest and stay professional [54]. 
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3.5 Automated Penetration Testing  

When it comes to protecting a system or a network with automated hacking fundamentals, 

automated penetration testing and its advanced features play a critical role. So, what is 

penetration testing? Is it that much important to have a penetration testing capability in 

cybersecurity?    

The U.S. Department of the interior defines penetration testing or pen testing as “a controlled 

attack simulation that helps identify susceptibility to an application, network, and operating 

system breaches.” This will help in implementing defensive strategies to defend critical 

systems and intelligence [55]. 

Penetration testing can be explained as the practice of testing applications by qualified security 

professionals for their security vulnerabilities (e.g., penetration tests or ethical hackers). Such 

a test aims to improve the security bugs that might be present in the app so that the hacking 

community cannot take advantage of them quickly. During Web App pen testing, the program 

being tested is a web application stored on a remote server that clients can access over the 

Internet. Pen testing is mostly performed on web applications as they are more prone to 

automated attacks [56]. 

Companies that conduct penetration testing can be divided into three distinct penetration 

testers: grey hat, black hat, and white hat. In the white hat, the tester is an ethical hacker who 

follows the organization's guidelines and uses the penetration tests for research and 

development purposes. While the black hat is primarily used to figure out how the employees 

of a particular organization deal with the undesired attack [57].  

Here only the organization's administrative body are the only people who know the evaluation 

is ongoing with this strategy. Also, we can make a Gray hat into a custom test plan that is a 

hybrid solution to the previous two types [57]. 

Penetration testing is an important process that needs to be performed in a security evaluation 

of a system or an application. Hence, most organizations perform this testing during its 

production release or when a significant product upgrade has been carried away. However, it 

is essential to conduct penetration testing while installing new software to the system, or after 

modifying policy details, new security patches, or after adding new infrastructure to the overall 

system network topology [57].  
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Penetration testing has increasingly been used to define the flaws that occur in the device to 

learn how to prevent them. Typically, the test simulates different kinds of attacks on the target 

machine. The administrator would have a coordinated and regulated way to recognize the 

security vulnerabilities through this exercise [57]. 

The money and time taken for rigorous testing would make the expense of penetration testing 

intensive. As a result, the penetration system model for specific protocol-based attacks has 

often been automated. The application includes several attacks that support hypertext transfer 

protocol (HTTP), SIP, and TCP/IP for automatic penetration testing. This work aims to provide 

a rapid, accurate, and automatic testing platform that is easier to use than the current tools 

[57][58]. 

3.5.1 Internal Penetration Testing 

Internal penetration testing is a type of penetration testing conducted within the internal 

network of an organization. The applications hosted within the network are tested and help the 

security team find and analyze any security vulnerability. This helps to estimate the damage 

that an attack can create within the organization's infrastructure. Internal penetration testing 

focuses on the attack that can cause by internal sources (refer to section 3.2.1).  It involves 

attacks by angry staff or contractors who have withdrawn but are aware of internal security 

protocols and codes, attacks on social engineering, simulations of phishing attacks, and attacks 

exploiting user rights or misuse of an unlocked terminal [56]. 

3.5.2 External Penetration Testing 

These attacks are carried out from outside the organization remotely and require web 

application monitoring on the Internet. Testers look like hackers who don't know the internal 

structure very well. Testers are supplied with the target system's IP to simulate these attacks, 

and no further detail is provided [56].  This helps to understand how deep a malicious attacker 

might burrow into the network and the business effect of a successful attack; they would also 

measure the scope of any vulnerabilities found.  

3.5.3 Penetration Testing Standards 

Penetration testing standards provide an overall roadmap of penetration testing. These 

standards give a detailed step-by-step explanation of how to conduct successful penetration 

testing on various platforms and conclude these tests' results. Currently, there are many 

penetration testing standards available, each with its pros and cons. These standards are 
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selected for penetration testing are directly dependent on the objective of the penetration testing 

operation.  

Some of the penetration standards which will be discussed here include the Information 

Systems Security Assessment Framework (ISSAF), the Open-Source Security Testing 

Methodology Manual (OSSTMM), the NIST SP 800-115, the Penetration Testing Execution 

Standard (PTES), and the Open Information Systems Security Group (OISSG) [58]. 

The ISSAF standard methodology in penetration testing provides detailed guidance for 

initiating and conducting a successful pen-testing. This standard consists of advancing through 

different phases of pen-testing, which are [59]: 

• Information gathering 

• Network mapping 

• Vulnerability identification 

• Penetration 

• Gaining access and privilege escalation 

• Enumeration 

• Compromising system via remote access 

• Maintaining access 

• Covering the tracks 

The OSSTMM is a peer-reviewed security evaluation and research manual that checks 

information. These details include actionable evidence that will strengthen organizational 

protection measurably. OSTMM allows one to consider and evaluate how well defense 

performs. Organizations no longer need to focus on generic best practices when using the 

OSSTMM because you've already checked information relevant to the organizations' 

requirements to base their protection choices [58]. 

The OSSTMM standard is created for both developers and testers who are engaged in the field 

of cybersecurity. Even though the OSSTMM manual will not help understand network 

protocols or applications, the users can find it helpful in developing better networks, firewalls, 

applications, and network testing tools [58]. 

The standard NIST (SP800-115) offers instructions for preparing and performing checks and 

reviews of information security. Besides, the effects should be evaluated, and mitigating 

strategies developed. It is not meant to provide a comprehensive testing or evaluation scheme 
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but to outline the core elements of both safety testing and evaluation to assure particular 

methods that explain their advantages and disadvantages. In addition to that, it also includes 

guidelines for their use and studies. As per this standard, the overall penetration testing process 

can be grouped into mainly four processes, as shown in figure 3.5 [57][58].  

 

Figure 3.5: NIST Standard Phase [57] 

The PTES is a relatively recent standard that started implementation in 2010. One of the most 

significant aspects of this standard is that industry professionals implement it in particular areas 

of the process in which they specialized [58]. It is a very comprehensive framework for 

penetration testing that includes the technological and other essential aspects of a penetration 

test, such as scope creep, reporting, and security.  

According to the PTES, there are seven stages of penetration testing that are shown in figure 

3.6. These stages help in customizing the PTES standard according to the testing process's 

objective and the testing platform [58].  
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Figure 3.6: PTES Operational Stages [58] 

3.5.4 Manual and Automated Penetration Testing- Comparison 

For an extended period, penetration testing was carried out manually, including a complicated 

step-by-step process based on the penetration testing standard. The developers have to 

manually script the exploitation code based on their testing goal using the tools available in the 

market, which was time-consuming and complex. Manual penetration testing required a team 

of professional who was experts in a diverse area of cybersecurity. This skill set requirement 
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was always a challenge for the organizations in terms of money and effort need to put into this. 

To overcome the dilemma caused by manual penetration testing, a team of developers created 

automation tools that users can use with low skill sets. And thus, solved the problem of teams 

with high knowledge set requirement. 

Table 3.1 provides a detailed comparison of manual and automated penetration testing. 

 Automated Penetration  

Testing 

Manual Penetration 

Testing 

Testing Process Replicable tests with fast and 

standard processing; 

Manual, non-standard 

process, customization cost 

is high; 

Attack Database 

Management 

Maintaining the attack archive and 

writing modified attack codes for 

several platforms; 

Manual maintenance, code 

changes across various 

platforms are manually done. 

Exploit Development 

and Management 

The product vendor develops and 

maintains all exploits. For optimum 

efficiency, exploits are revised 

continuously. Exploits are designed 

carefully, carefully tested, and easy 

to run. For several platforms and 

attack vectors, exploits are written 

and optimized. 

Developing and managing an 

exploit database is time-

consuming and requires 

considerable skills. Public 

exploits are suspect and may 

be dangerous to run. Re-

writing and porting code is 

important for cross-platform 

features. 

Reporting Automated and user optimized. Manual collection of 

intelligence. 

Clean-up Tools contain clean-up features in 

inbuild. 

Testers perform clean-up 

manually. 

Network 

Modification 

No changes to the network config Can cause network config 

change. 

Logging Automatic logging of system 

activity. 

Slow logging process with 

chances of mistakes. 

Training  Easier and user-friendly UI Requires high skill set and 

understandings. 

 

Table 3.1: Comparison Between automated and manual penetration testing [57] 
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3.6 AI-powered security tools 

Artificial Intelligence has proved to solve cybersecurity threads to an extent in a variety of 

environments. This is achieved by using a wide variety of security applications based on AI 

techniques with machine learning algorithms' data processing power. In the current world of 

advanced cybersecurity industries and a community that has built a culture of defending their 

data from active and passive attacks, it is essential to discuss some of the tools that keep the 

systems protected from malicious activities.   

3.6.1 Intercept X tool 

Intercept X tool was developed by a British security software company named Sophos.  

Intercept X is powered by AI neural network that empowers deep learning techniques, like 

what we see in the human brain. The US Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency 

(DARPA) developed its first Cyber Genome Program in 2010 to discover the 'DNA' of 

ransomware and other cyber threats, contributing to the Intercept X algorithm's development 

[61]. 

Intercept X will extract millions of features from a file until a file executes, perform an in-depth 

inspection, and decide whether a file is benevolent or harmful in 20 milliseconds. The model 

is trained by access to millions of samples provided by data scientists on real-world feedback 

and bi-directional threat intelligence exchange. This results in a high accuracy rate and a lower 

false-positive rate for both current and zero-day malware. To limit new ransomware and boot-

record threats, Intercept X utilizes behavioral analysis [61]. 

3.6.2 Symantec’s Targeted Attack Analytics (TAA) Tool 

The Targeted Attack Analytics (TAA) Tool was developed by Symantec, which is powered by 

AI and machine learning techniques that will be applied to Symantec’s security experts and 

researchers’ capabilities and processes. The TAA tool has been effective in countering attacks 

like Dragonfly 2.0, which targets various energy companies' operational networks. TAA tool 

analyses the vulnerabilities exploited in the Symantec systems and uncovers malicious traffic 

in the individual endpoints. This malicious traffic is compared with the incidents found before 

to check any hidden security breach is present or not [61].  
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3.6.3 Darktrace Antigena 

Darktrace Antigena is the active self-defense product of Darktrace. Antigena extends the 

critical functionality of Darktrace to detect and propagate the feature of automated antibodies 

that recognize threats and viruses and neutralize them. Antigena uses the Enterprise Immune 

Systems of Darktrace to detect malicious behaviors and, based on the severity of the threat, 

acts to them in real-time. Darktrace Antigena detects and defends against significant risks as 

they evolve with the aid of underlying machine learning technologies. This is achieved without 

any human intervention or intelligence based on previous attacks. Organizations will respond 

to threats easily with such automatic response capabilities without disturbing the usual business 

operation routine [61]. 

3.6.4 IBM QRadar Advisor 

The IBM Watson technology is used by IBM's QRadar Advisor to fight against cyber threats. 

It uses AI to auto-investigate any compromise or exploit signs. To offer critical insights, 

QRadar Advisor uses cognitive logic, which further accelerates the response cycle. Security 

analysts will analyze hazard events with IBM's QRadar Advisor's aid and reduce the chance of 

ignoring them. IBM QRadar Advisor consists of the following features [61]:   

• Provides Intelligent reasoning 

• Identifies high priority risks 

• Key insights on users and critical assets
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Chapter 4: Automated Hacking for 

Offensive Purposes 
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Just like a coin have two sides, automated hacking can not only be used for defensive purposes, 

as seen in chapter 3 but can also put into work in the field of offensive attacks. The offensive 

method in which automated hacking using AI and machine learning tools are used is always 

debatable. The ethics and objective of using such offensive methods are questionable and 

concerning. But the understanding is that if the offensive techniques of automated hacking are 

used by some government entity or a law enforcement agency, or even an organization under 

the governing law of that country, it is considered a defensive method. 

On the other hand, if the offensive techniques are used by a Blackhat hacker(s) or an 

organization listed as illegal, to attack any entity like a computer system or an organization to 

damage, they are considered illegal and remain as an offensive method.  

Both offensive and defensive automated hacking using AI and machine learning techniques 

can be used by attackers like Blackhat hackers and the security professionals (government and 

law enforcement agencies) who try to stop such attacks. This means that the way any automated 

hacking is categorized as offensive and defensive is based on various factors like the attack's 

objective, who is in charge of such attacks, and the mode of operation. Thus, the automated 

hacking techniques that are used for defending an attack can be turned out to be an offensive 

attack technique if it is used in an illegal way and vice versa. 

Automated hacking for defensive purposes (Chapter 3) dealt with various AI and machine 

learning techniques used to defend against different automated hacking attacks. These 

techniques were explained in chapter 3 from an organization or a law enforcement agency's 

perspective, which depends on such strategies in defending public and private networks, 

computer systems, and vital intelligence. 

This chapter, “Automated Hacking for Offensive Purposes,” deals with offensive techniques 

used to carry out automated hacking attacks in various environments successfully. Unlike 

chapter 3, this chapter describes most of the offensive techniques used from a Blackhat hackers’ 

perspective.     

4.1 AI and Machine learning in offensive attacks 

In cybersecurity operations, machine learning has proved to be highly effective, particularly 

for quick pattern detection. There is also an application of machine learning in cyber-offensive 

operations to boost human operators' current capability set or enable large-scale offensive 

operations, otherwise complex to do, without a substantial workforce. Machine learning can be 
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a solution to today's world system's complexities, can support completely autonomous 

operations in the job mode, and can be the ideal unseen adversary to support asymmetric 

operations. Machine Learning enabled malnets to have the ability to target local service 

infrastructure, telecommunications, communications, social services, card systems, hive-

networks/botnets [62]. 

Machine learning is different from the rule-based approach of automation. The critical 

difference between conventional rule-based and machine learning systems is the way they 

achieve an objective goal. Machine learning systems can learn and change their actions 

depending upon the circumstances. By contrast, machine learning is not more efficient or more 

advanced than automation based on rules. It is simply new and in ways that have thrilling, 

curious, and disturbing possibilities. A single measurable target is required for machine 

learning systems to review and maximize their performance [63]. 

With regard to the fact that open-source AI resources are already being developed, it is 

reasonable to expect AI technology to be leveraged to build new kinds of advanced and 

sophisticated risks. Various ways in which AI can be used to perform malicious activities are 

highlighted in figure 4.1 [64]. 

 

Figure 4.1: AI malicious activities [64] 

With the potential to automate human intelligence and procedures and overcome existing 

human capacities, the risks of AI-enable threats emerge. Threat actors may develop their 

weapons with AI techniques to make them more autonomous, complicated, and challenging to 

detect. Many such malicious actors are powered by AI autonomous threats that can be deployed 

for offensive purposes [64]. Some of them are discussed in the subtopics below. 
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4.1.1 AI-Powered Malware [64] 

AI technology can be armed to improve the malware's effectiveness, making it more 

autonomous, more advanced, quicker, and more challenging to detect. The latest generation of 

malware is smarter and able to function autonomously with the help of AI. Intelligent malicious 

programs may spread themselves based on a set of autonomous choices in a network or 

computer device, intelligently tailored to the host system parameters, and autonomous malware 

capable of choosing lateral movement strategies, thus raising the probability of completely 

breaching the targeted networks [64]. 

In addition, malicious hackers may implement the ability to adapt to a new environment or use 

the intelligence learned from past AI incidents to build intelligent viruses and malware or 

model adaptable attacks. As a result, malware becomes autonomous, blends into its 

environment, takes countermeasures against security tools, and can use previously acquired 

data to target the device. Hiding its existence and destructive intent to prevent being discovered 

by anti-malware solutions is one of the malware's ultimate objectives. Cybercriminals would 

undoubtedly find ways to incorporate the latest complex technologies into evasive tactics [64]. 

4.1.2 Social Engineering Attacks 

To collect publicly identifiable information, which can be used to hack user accounts, AI can 

be leveraged to mine vast volumes of large databases containing social network data. Malicious 

actors may implement AI-based user information to create personalized malicious links or 

build automatically customized phishing emails [64]. 

Over the recent years, there has been researching on powering AI in complex social engineering 

attacks, like the development of Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) neural networks that can 

be deployed to manipulate users in social media posts to click illusory URLs [64]. 

4.1.3 Attacking AI Models 

As we know, various AI and machine learning techniques are used to power security solutions, 

intrusion detection, etc. Some cyber-attacks use automated AI techniques to attack and 

manipulate these defensive mechanisms. Basically, the logic is that AI techniques are used to 

attack AI-enabled security systems. These offenses on AI systems are categorized into three 

areas: 
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• Adversarial inputs: This is a strategy where malicious actors design the inputs to allow 

models to forecast erroneously to prevent detection. Recent research has shown how 

adversarial malware samples can be produced to avoid detection [64]. 

 

• Poisoning training data:  The cybercriminals could damage the data sets from which 

the algorithm was studying about the same kind of attack to detect and recognize 

functionality is exhausted. Different domains are vulnerable to attacks by poisoning, 

such as network interference, spam filtering, or analyzing malware [64]. 

 

• Model extraction attacks: These methods are used via black-box analysis to recreate 

the detection models or recover training data. On this occasion, through reversing 

strategies, the attacker discovers how machine learning algorithms work. From this 

information, the malicious actors can analyze and summarize what the intrusion tools 

are looking for (attack patterns) and how they initiate actions to stop them [64]. 

4.1.4 Unauthorized Access 

Machine learning can be used to obtain unauthorized access to systems, such as captcha-related 

systems. Machine learning has significantly influenced machine vision, whereby a machine is 

programmed to recognize objects. With computers capable of recognizing objects in images, 

they can be programmed to circumvent a captcha-based framework that depends on a user 

before being allowed to recognize objects in an image [65]. 

Machine learning algorithms, such as neural networks that aim and mimic the human brain, 

can also be programmed to speed up and automate social engineering strategies, such as 

guessing user passwords by analyzing the model with a massive database that contains data 

from previously compromised user information, including their usernames and passwords, and 

any data that can be used to develop the model [65]. 

4.1.5 Spear Phishing 

Another application of machine learning is the ability to carry out advanced spear-phishing 

attacks by gathering legitimate email data from targeted individuals in an unauthorized manner 

and feeding the data to a machine-learning algorithm that can then learn, extract meaning from 

the data and produce emails that look close and genuine to those from which they knew. This 

can then be integrated into an automated procedure, improving the effectiveness and speed at 

which targeted cybercriminals can conduct phishing attacks [65].  
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Several Phishing attacks exploit social engineering to collect data about their intended users 

unlawfully. Social engineering attack (refer to section 4.1.2) is a standard method of attack 

technique that uses deception to exploit people to get their personal data. Related approaches 

can also be used to carry out phishing attacks based on addresses [65]. 

4.2 Automation Attack Framework 

The automation attack framework is used to build a tool to manipulate a network system's 

vulnerabilities automatically. This approach can explain the feasibility of cyber-attack security 

techniques in real networks by launching real attacks. Figure 4.2 represents the different phases 

of the automation attack framework [66]. 

 

Figure 4.2: Automation Attack Framework Phases [66] 

4.2.1 Data Collection 

It is possible to gather a lot of data from a network environment. This framework, however, 

uses only the necessary details needed to create the model of the attack. To gather information 

automatically, the automation attack platform provides a vulnerability scanning application and 

a network and open port discovery tool. However, the system is not restricted to knowledge 

obtained by scanning and exploration tools, as network managers are often empowered to 

include other information. Security applications such as OpenVAS, Nessus, and Nmap can also 

be used to gather vulnerability data from hosts, operating systems, port providers [66]. 

4.2.2 GSM Construction 

A two-layered hierarchical attack representation model of the network is created in the second 

phase using the information gathered in phase 1. In the hierarchical attack representation 

model, all potential attack paths are captured and enumerated, from which the possible attack 

scenarios are well captured. The security decision-maker will choose the security metrics to 

use in the security model for security analysis. Here, to decide the attack strategy, the computed 
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security metrics via the model will be used. Therefore, depending on the chosen protection 

metrics, this step evaluates each attack path based on its risk, threat, or the possibility of a 

successful attack [66]. 

4.2.3 Attack Planning 

For the adversary agent, this stage is responsible for planning and producing actions. Here, a 

strategy may involve a response from the next host/target, port scanning, IP range, or targeted 

acts, such as leveraging a host's software flaw and sending a spear-phishing email. With the 

hierarchical attack representation model, different methods can be used to produce potential 

attack plans strategically [66]. 

Here, the model of metrics-based attack strategy and hierarchical attack representation model 

create attack plans in the form of attack scenarios for attackers. Based on the metrics used in 

the hierarchical attack representation model, we can produce deterministic attack plans. Attack 

proposals should be conceived in the language of the attack [66].  

The primary reason for using an attack language is to make it possible for the generated attack 

plans to be universal and useful for numerous forms of attacks and defensive instruments. It is 

also possible to translate attack plans written in a universal attack language to an appropriate 

format for specific attacks and protection tools [66]. 

4.2.4 Attack Execution & Evaluation 

In this phase, the attacking tool's output, which was executed in the attack planning phase, is 

transferred to the execution and evaluation phase as values for assessment. These attacks and 

evaluations are based on the intelligence collected during phase 1, i.e., information collection 

[66].  

4.3 Cyber Kill Chain [63] 

The cyber kill chain is a well-recognized structural concept of intellectualizing cybersecurity 

operations by providing a sequence of procedures that attackers work through on their journey 

to their target. Lockheed Martin adapted the cyber kill chain in 2010 from the concept of 

traditional military kill chain methodology. The kill chain methodology consists of a targeted 

step-by-step attack on the targets. Kill chain comes with some limitations, like portraying cyber 

operations as overly linear [63]. 
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Attackers are going to execute any or all the steps of the kill sequence. Using widely used 

exploit tools and techniques, attackers can integrate multiple steps depending on their overall 

goal. Six necessaries, such steps will be discussed as the sub-topics below. All these steps are 

continued to evolve over the years with automation [63].   

4.3.1 Reconnaissance 

Attackers must first select their target because the reconnaissance and mission selection process 

depends on the targets. Some attackers will be focused on attacking broad user categories and 

will largely be forgoing this process. In their identification of victims, some are more selective, 

involving a more thorough reconnaissance campaign. At this point, attackers first identify 

people and computers worth exploiting and then collect data on those targets' technological 

vulnerabilities [63]. 

Using search engines like google and other sources like social media research and scrapping 

technological web forums, attackers will collect valuable information about an entity and its 

employees to inform their hunt for human goals. These passive strategies have the bonus that 

they are mostly undetectable [63].  

Traditional automation strategies provide a means of storing, processing, and reviewing 

information obtained in this manner, significantly shortening the time taken in this process and 

helping attackers prepare their next step. To classify the victims most vulnerable to a range of 

social engineering tactics, those techniques may be enhanced by very straightforward machine 

learning-enabled methods [63]. 

Attackers may use more effective tactics such as automated scanning that evaluate targeted 

networks for specifics of their linked servers, network protections, and related device settings 

to inform their search for computer targets. This type of aggressive reconnaissance is incredibly 

popular, and a wide range of malicious actors are actively searching most computers on the 

internet, all of which are looking for vulnerabilities to attack [63]. 

4.3.2 Weaponization 

With their targets established, to obtain unauthorized entry, attackers have to identify and 

manipulate technological vulnerabilities in the software of their target. To build a package that 

is later sent to their target, attackers must then combine their malware with a vulnerability. This 

mechanism is called weaponization. The correct exploit code takes advantage of the 
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vulnerabilities recently found and allows the attackers the ability to operate on the network of 

the target, even by staying undetected [63].  

To hack them, automated weaponization software can easily find bugs and compile code. These 

tools also feature vulnerability libraries that attackers can browse through to find ones that fit 

their goal's apparent vulnerabilities. To uncover new vulnerabilities, attackers frequently start 

by analyzing the code that runs on the device of their target, again using information gathered 

during the reconnaissance process. In this method, a tool named Fuzzers can help. Fuzzers 

check out glitches and flaws by attacking and tracking the results of a chosen piece of software 

with multiple inputs. These inputs may be totally random or customized to the tested program 

[63]. 

4.3.3 Delivery 

The attackers must now complete the somewhat trivial and often challenging process of 

deploying the code into their target device after executing reconnaissance and weaponizing a 

software package. This can be achieved in many ways, like an intrusion into the targeted device 

using a computer or human vulnerabilities [63]. 

Malicious codes can be delivered using attacks like watering hole attack, in which attackers 

hack a legitimate website and infect all of its users with an exploit targeted at their browser. 

Other operations spread through malicious code-infected USB drives. Whereas some other 

operations are also conducted by third parties with whom the target communicates. Such 

operating strategies depend on the attacker going "upstream" to a trustworthy entity for which 

the victim has little influence, such as a business that provides the target with IT services or 

other applications. These include compromising the Wi-Fi router or any other access gateways 

[63]. 

Attackers also use social engineering to trigger actions that undermine an institution's security 

while exploiting human vulnerabilities. The assault tactics used against persons are as complex 

as our perceptions. These include faked calls in which an emergency is created to extract vital 

information from the employees or spear-phishing or even spoofing email addresses [63].  

4.3.4 Command & Control 

The next move is to create a safe line of contact with the code they have put after attackers 

successfully penetrate their targeted device. Attackers will pilot their malicious script and 

execute the command through this network; this is known as command-and-control (C2). 
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Attackers build and design their C2 infrastructure based on the victim's cybersecurity setup, 

the malicious code's goal, and the frequency they need to exchange commands. There are trade-

offs between acceleration, stealth, and durability in C2 structure variants. Attackers favor speed 

and the potential to exfiltrate vast quantities of data in some instances. To prevent detection by 

adversaries, other cyber practices emphasize secrecy and use delay-tolerant C2, transferring 

information across circuitous networks. When attackers' aims evolve with each hacking effort, 

their methods and strategies often do so [63]. 

4.3.5 Pivoting 

The process of infecting multiple devices using a device that the attackers already compromise 

is called pivoting. Pivoting is an important step of the cyber kill chain to achieve an operational 

objective and dominions.  Most of the time, pivoting operation's primary purpose is to extend 

to as many machines as possible. However, indiscriminate pivoting also raises the possibility 

of discovery. Many tasks systematically concentrate massive effort in pivoting to find the most 

successful follow-on systems in steady progress towards the ultimate target [63]. 

Two distinct components are used in each pivoting method: privilege escalation, which 

involves obtaining additional access to a compromised device and privileges, and lateral 

movement, which uses privileges or program bugs to gain access to other devices [63]. 

Pivoting can use tools that take advantage of the same attackers with technological or human 

vulnerabilities to obtain initial access to a network. For example, attackers who have infiltrated 

trustworthy email accounts within a network, such as IT staff manager accounts or senior staff 

accounts, can use them to participate in more spear phishing, specifically targeting accounts 

with even higher administrative rights to gain additional passwords and access. Otherwise, a 

software vulnerability that allows unauthorized access to one computer on a network will 

operate almost as well against other devices as well [63]. 

4.3.6 Actions on target 

Actions on target are the final step on the cyber kill chain. The steps from reconnaissance to 

pivoting were performed to reach this final step. If the attackers succeed at all stages in the kill 

chain, they will eventually act against their target to achieve their mission. When the intruder 

has checked that they have entered their target machine, various objective activities will begin, 

including frequently validating the computer's name, files on the computer, or its location 

within the network [63].  
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Other offensive attacks, including operations that encrypt sensitive data before a ransom 

(Ransomware attack, section 4.5) is paid or breach financial networks and allow illegal 

payments, may be motivated by benefit, a strategy that North Korea has used to lavish itself 

with tens of millions of dollars. The purpose of asset hijacking, in which a network is 

manipulated to exploit its computing resources for some other aim, like turning the resources 

into cryptocurrency mining machines [63]. 

4.4 Automated Intrusion Attack 

A network intrusion can be explained as unauthorized access into a computer system or a 

network device to steal/modify or destroy data for various purposes. These unauthorized 

activities can be part of one or more cyber kill chain (section 4.3) steps for accomplishing 

multiple objectives. 

The attacker initially generates malware payloads and then hosts them on the vulnerable web 

server to gain complete access to the target users. One of the most important techniques that 

can be used to build malware is the Social Engineering Toolkit (SET) with the Metasploit 

System built-in. Also, various methods such as "Java Applet Attack," "Browser Exploit," and 

"Spear-Phishing Attack" are used by attackers to mask their attacks [67].  

The "Java Applet Attack" strategy consists of building a malicious applet that, when deployed, 

totally exploits the victim. In the “Exploit Browser” attack technique, the attacker integrates 

the malware code with a common website page code, where the code will be hidden entirely 

from the victim. On the other hand, Spear-Phishing attacks, as discussed before, approach by 

phishing/masking emails with malware [67]. 

Another important technique in intrusion attack is the use of a Meterpreter. The Meterpreter is 

a versatile shell of commands used to communicate with victims. A significant benefit is that 

Meterpreter runs in the victim computer's memory exclusively and does not use the hard drive. 

This technique makes it easy to circumvent several antivirus systems and guard against digital 

forensics. The next step of the intrusion is to convince the user to access the malicious web 

server. Phishing email messages are one of the most commonly used ways to fool their victims. 

This approach can be used on both a local or a WAN infrastructure to attack victims [67]. 

Another powerful social engineering strategy is DNS spoofing. Hackers use this technique to 

compel users of a LAN to access a malicious server. If efficient, a script that will be executed 

will be inserted, and an interface window will open immediately from which the hacker will 
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take control of the victim's computer. At this stage, the intruder would be able to monitor the 

victim's machine and then transform it into a permanent zombie. This can be accomplished 

either by running scripts from Meterpreter or by inserting resources that act as a backdoor. 

Netcat is a very powerful tool that can be deployed to achieve this objective [67]. 

4.5 Ransomware Attack 

4.5.1 Introduction to Ransomware 

Ransomware is a type of malware that stops users from accessing different computing 

resources and the data stored in that computing resource. This is achieved by various 

techniques, which will be discussed in sub-section 4.5.3. 

Ransomware is a type of malware that prohibits people from accessing different methods to 

access their operating system resources and personal data. Ransomware does not plan to harm 

the machine file system but simply leaves it accessible to reveal the ransom note on the victim's 

monitor and provide the victim with a way to pay the ransom. The data on the victim's 

electronic system remains inaccessible before the computer owner pays a ransom to lift the 

constraint [68]. 

Ransomware-infected operating machines will typically display a display notice that threatens 

the recipient that they must pay the ransom within a short amount of time; otherwise, 

irreversible data loss will occur. Ransom money is then obtained by the attackers behind the 

malware using anonymous financial transactions to narrow their monetary track [68]. 

Initial ransomware variants used traditional techniques to restrict user access to 

resources/personal data for computer devices, including refusing access to machine tools or the 

desktop. Modern variants of ransomware use cryptography to firmly lock the user's private 

files, rendering it irreversible without the cryptographic signature correlated with it [68]. The 

key difference between various types of ransomware is the technique they use to restrict users 

from accessing their data and computer resources. 
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Figure 4.3: Ransomware message displayed on an infected device [68] 

Ransomware extended its activity to attack suppliers of services and continued to use offensive 

methods to extort money from its victims. For example, hackers of ransomware compromised 

websites of pornography and pirated apps and thereby targeted their users by claiming that they 

had broken the law by accessing child pornography content or downloading pirated technology 

they had made a copyright violation. Therefore, the local law enforcement department has 

locked their confidential files, and they can pay the police a fine to restore access to the locked 

computer [68].  

Figure 4.3 is an example of how the ransomware attack warning will be displayed in the 

victim’s system.  

4.5.2 Types of Ransomware 

There are two main types of ransomware in use. The main objective of both the type is to block 

the user from gaining access to his/her computer resources as well as personal data will remain 
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so until they try to pay a ransom. But the approaches adopted by each type of ransomware are 

very different, despite sharing common aims [69]. The two main types of ransomware are: 

• Locker Ransomware 

 

Locker ransomware is intended to restrict access to the resources of computing. This 

usually takes the form of locking the computer or device's user interface and then 

requiring the user to pay money to access the system back. 

 

Even though the computer is locked, the hackers will leave behind some computers' 

capabilities, like allowing the user to communicate with the ransomware and pay the 

ransom. This means that access to the mouse could be disabled, and the functionality 

of the keyboard could be restricted to numeric keys, enabling the victim to indicate the 

payment code only by typing numbers [69]. 

 

Usually, Locker ransomware is only intended to block access to the computer interface, 

keeping unaffected the underlying device and data to a large degree. This ensures that 

returning a device to anything similar to its original form when the malware is removed. 

This makes locker ransomware less powerful than its more damaging relative crypto-

ransomware in collecting ransom payments [69]. 

 

Since locker ransomware can typically be efficiently eliminated, it appears to be the 

kind of ransomware that goes out of its way to combine social engineering strategies to 

force victims into paying. As law enforcement agencies, this sort of ransomware also 

classifies and claims to issue fines to users for suspected digital indiscretions or illegal 

activities [68][69]. 

 

The effectiveness of the locker ransomware is very high on those devices with minimal 

options of user interaction. In this contemporary world full of different IoT devices, 

locker ransomware is a huge problem. 

 

• Crypto Ransomware 

 

Crypto ransomware is another type of ransomware designed to find and encrypt data 

stored in the infected system. This makes the entire data un-processable, thus making 

it useless. The only way to retrieve the original information is by decryption suing a 
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decryption key obtained from the attacker by paying ransom amount through different 

financial channels [69]. 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Crypto ransomware demand screen [69] 

 

A common crypto-ransomware threat secretly looks for and encrypts data after 

download. It aims to remain off the radar until any of the files used by the customer can 

be found and encrypted. The data will be encrypted by the time when the user is 

confronted with the ransomware warning that tells them that their data is encrypted. 

The impacted computer continues to run like most crypto-ransomware attacks, as the 

malware does not target sensitive system files or refuse access to the system's 

functionality. This ensures that, aside from data access that has been encrypted, people 

will also use the device to perform several tasks [69]. 

 

Figure 4.4 shows how the ransom warning message will be displayed in the victim’s 

system if crypto-ransomware attacked it. It clearly shows how locker ransomware is 

different from crypto-ransomware in terms of denying the system's capabilities. 
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4.5.3 Ransomware Techniques 

As the different types of ransomware are present with one primary objective, the techniques 

used in ransomware attacks may vary. Still, all the methods are executed only to achieve one 

primary task: to lock the system in such a way that the victim will be forced to pay the ransom 

amount. Given below are the various techniques used to execute ransomware attacks. 

• File Encryption 

 

Typically, conventional crypto-ransomware employs both symmetric and asymmetric 

methods of encryption. A single key is used in symmetric encryption to encrypt the 

data, and then the same key is used to decrypt the encrypted data. Identifying the secret 

helps the user to decrypt data that has been encrypted. 

 

Ransomware typically produces a key on the compromised device using symmetric 

encryption and transfers it to the attacker or demands a key from the attacker until the 

user's files are encrypted. Since encrypting their data, the intruder has to guarantee that 

the key is not accessible to the victim, or the victim would be able to decrypt the data 

themselves without paying [69]. 

 

The advantages of using symmetric data encryption are that they are usually simpler 

than asymmetric algorithms and use small keys to perform the encryption. Standard 

crypto-ransomware has a vast amount of data to scan and encrypt rapidly. Hence, 

efficiency and speed are important for encrypting files before the victims notice the 

abnormal activates in the system [69]. 

 

In asymmetric encryption, the attacker uses two keys, a public key, and a private key. 

The public key is used to encrypt the data, whereas the private key is used to decrypt 

the data. There is a significant advantage for the attacker in employing asymmetric 

encryption. The symmetric encryption technique is easy to decrypt the data if the public 

key got exposed. In contrast, in asymmetric encryption, the victim cannot decrypt the 

data even with the correct pubic key [69]. 

 

A mixture of symmetric and asymmetric encryption methods usually utilizes more 

sophisticated crypto-ransomware. Unique public-private key pairs for each victim 

computer can also be created by versions that use asymmetric encryption. This helps 

the attacker decrypt files on one victim computer without exposing the private key that 
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could theoretically be used to decrypt files with much the same pubic key on any other 

infected computer [69].  

 

Some of the crypto-ransomware encryption approaches are: 

▪ Downloaded public key 

▪ Embedded public key 

▪ Embedded symmetric key 

• Screen Locking 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Browser locking ransomware source code [69] 

Locker ransomware seeks to restrict the compromised users' connections to the 

operating system and applications running on their server or computer. The most widely 

used approach is to show in a repetitive cycle a ransom note to the victim. This provides 

the idea that, while there might be minor moments where the user may close the 

message's current window, the message is continuously displayed.  
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The ransomware that uses the screen locking technique will employ the API or other 

features associated with the operating system deployed in the victim’s computer. The 

screen-locking technique is further classifies into Windows locker ransomware, 

Browser locking ransomware or Android locker ransomware based on which feature is 

used.  

 

Figure 4.5 represents the source code from the browser locking ransomware with 

functions to display ransom messages multiple times [69]. 
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Chapter 5: Industries & Law 

Enforcement Agencies 
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By now, it is clear how automated hacking is treated from a defensive point of view and 

offensive point of view. And how AI and machine learning have become the catalyst in 

increasing the efficiency and penetration capabilities of automated hacking. Automated 

hacking has evolved over the years with new emerging technologies, increased connectivity, 

and digitalization over many operational areas.   

One of the most significant areas in which automated hacking has affected or was a huge topic 

of concern is the government agencies, including law enforcement and various industries, who 

were dependent on the computer and network infrastructures for their daily operations. It is 

always challenging for these organizations to maintain their system infrastructure security and 

integrity, and confidence. The cost of doing this is still high and requires dedicated professional 

help to achieve that. 

Nowadays, most government agencies, departments, and industries have a dedicated 

cybersecurity team who monitor, develop and defend (some cases offense as well) the network 

and system integrity of their organization from targeted automated hackings using various tools 

powered by AI and machine learning techniques. 

5.1 Government Agencies and Cyber Security Challenges  

To achieve productivity and improve public participation, the government depends heavily on 

information technology. A rise in cyber threats and data leaks that impact government activities 

has created a perfect combination of challenges and difficulties. 

Cyberattacks appear to have an outsized effect on departments and agencies' activities, which 

may undermine public interest and decrease the capacity to execute vital mission functions. 

The U.S. government is transforming how it handles cyber challenges and broader market risks 

in response to disruptive cyber-attacks, data breaches, budget constraints, and consumer 

perceptions [70]. 

The U.S. government came up with a new set of strategies that can be applied in different 

branches of the government and private sectors to safeguard and defend sensitive data and 

networks from cyber-attacks. These strategies are [70]: 

• Active threat hunting. 

• Collaborate with different departments to share intelligence data. 

• Non-stop network scanning and monitoring of active malicious actions. 

• Automation and Orchestration of security procedures. 
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5.1.1 Cyber Threat Hunting and Intelligence Sharing [70] 

As a logical way of detecting active risks, the federal government turns to cyber threat hunting 

because conventional preventive and intervention strategies are frequently unsuccessful against 

dedicated opponents. The ability to successfully scan for endpoints and recognize sophisticated 

threats is an evolving task involving specialized software, technologies, and individuals to 

uncover both the external sources of applications and data breaches and internal exploits. To 

allow cyber threat hunting operations in complex environments, it is necessary to obtain and 

retain maximum visibility of malicious attackers targeting a particular area [70]. 

Intelligence obtained from sharing sensitive information across various departments is now 

proactively integrated into Indicators of Compromise (IOCs) to check for suspicious behavior 

signals, such as malicious users that may collect data and escalate power. Such activity is likely 

to originate from risks that have not been adequately classified or contain previously 

undisclosed threats. For IOCs connected to nation-state threat actors, this allows researchers 

the opportunity to analyze multiple machine objects [70]. 

 

Figure 5.1: Attack Lifecycle [70] 

The application of advanced identification systems to scan for unique IOCs and conduct sweeps 

directly identified with sophisticated malicious attackers targeting federal agencies is used in 

modern hunting strategies. This technology allows researchers to analyze multiple device 

objects associated with the nation-state terrorist and other specialized threat actors for IOCs. 
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In addition to the automatic IOC sweeps, researchers use event analysis frequency to gather 

and analyze data to discover occurrences that may have gone unnoticed with previous steps. 

This approach helps analysts to identify anomalies not observed by IOCs in the environment 

[70]. 

The IOCs used to check for other malicious behavior indicators, such as data mining and 

privilege escalation by illegal access, are conveniently formalized with intelligence gathered 

from these hunting strategies. Figure 5.1 shows the overall attack lifecycle and how it is 

integrated into IOC’s information gathering. Such approaches can facilitate proactive scanning 

for other malicious behavior signs, such as non-target and commodity-based malware, which 

can also have catastrophic consequences [70]. 

5.1.2 Monitoring & Management of malicious actions  

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) developed a broad cross-agency goal in 2013 

to allow all federal computer systems to be continuously operated and controlled. This change 

characterized the primary identification of the shortcomings of a static, decade-old continual 

appraisal and authorization approach within a diverse and integrated information infrastructure. 

It also accepted the limits of the government's ability to protect against some of the more severe 

risks clustered against such structures [70]. 

A new federal Continuous Diagnostics and Mitigation Software (CDM) was authorized by the 

Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to promote this systematic improvement in the 

government's plans to protect sensitive systems and intelligence. [70]. 

The CDM software helps government departments and agencies to broaden their continuous 

surveillance and diagnostic capabilities by increasing their sensor power, automating data 

collection, and prioritizing risks. The program was designed to combine government network 

infrastructure with commercial technologies [70]. 

The first two main phases, which occurred from 2013 to 2017, concentrated on the essential 

asset and vulnerabilities management technologies and identity, credentialing, and access 

management capabilities. Phase three is committed to border security, which started in 2017 

and will proceed for many years to come [70]. 

Figure 5.2 represents the CDM program with its three phases introduced over the years. The 

three phases are highlighted in red, followed by the areas of capabilities that must be applied 

to all assets throughout the CDM program processes.  
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Figure 5.2: CDM program with different phases [70] 

5.1.3 Automation and Orchestration  

There many agencies that are involved in protecting the cyberinfrastructure of the government. 

These agencies have different objectives and modes of operation to secure the infrastructure.  

Due to this, the agencies face multiple limitations on a daily basis. These limitations include 

skilled human resources required to perform these operations and data analysis, slow incident 

resolving time, error-prone and unpredictable manual remediation procedures, and limited time 

to respond [70]. 

To overcome all these limitations, the concept known as security orchestration is introduced.  

The security orchestration will enable the process in which the security resources and the 

integrated disparate security systems can be linked to each other to reduce the human analysis 

and interaction and allow automation. It will enable the company to have a mature safety 

environment and correctly identify actionable accidents [70]. 
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5.2 Red Team as a Service 

In recent years, the number of automated hacking has increased tremendously, which made 

various companies worldwide enforce strict security procedures and data handling culture 

throughout their organization. These security procedures can be implemented by introducing 

the concept of “Red Team as a Service.”  

Figure 5.3 picturise how Red Team as a Service work with its four elements in a cooperative 

environment. 

 

Figure 5.3: Red Team elements [72] 

5.2.1 What is Red Teaming? 

Red Teaming is a multi-layered, full-action simulation intended to test how well the employees 

and networks, applications, and physical security controls of an organization can withstand an 
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enemy's attack in real life. Red teaming is always known as groups with ethical hacking 

ideology. They use various defensive and offensive hacking techniques to collect intelligence 

and thereby securing their company's data and network from a cyber-attack [71].  

The red team focuses on finding the vulnerability in different areas of a company. These 

vulnerabilities can be seen from a company's technical aspects, including the way networks are 

configured, the firewall configurations, applications, etc. Or it can be found from people 

aspects (employees) of the company or from the physical point of view like building 

infrastructure. Using social engineering and physical, software, and network penetration 

experiments to identify ways to improve businesses' defenses, red teaming enables an 

organization to remain competitive while maintaining its corporate interests [71]. 

5.2.2 Intelligence service  

A good understanding of the potential risk and the number of threats that can face is always 

vital in successfully executing read team operations in a company. Intelligence service in red 

teaming focuses on gathering, processing, and dissemination of data for specific purposes. 

These specific purposes can identify potential vulnerabilities from inside and outside the 

company, analyze the latest malware on the internet, etc. Accurate awareness of dynamic and 

rapidly moving trends in this field forms the basis for all resilience-focused behavior [72]. 

5.2.3 Red Team Tests  

Red Team tests focus on simulating a realistic adversarial attack on a company. The objective 

of these realistic tests is to identify and exploit the vulnerabilities in the company's network 

infrastructure. This is also known as the process named penetration testing (Section 3.5). By 

doing this, the red team can demonstrate and analyze the potential effect of such attacks on the 

business-critical assets [72]. 

The Red Team performs these attacks by referring specific attack scenarios and behaviour 

derived from the previous attacks and the intelligence collected. Declarations about probable 

hacker groups with their corresponding purpose, skills, and capabilities are an important 

component of the scenarios. An attack scenario defines a clearly specified target, including a 

description of the negative impact that a successful attack will have on the organization 

concerned [72]. 

The Red Team Tests aim to explore and exploit undisclosed weaknesses and threat actors that 

can be used to target business assets by, for example, simulating process disruption or personal 
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data theft. The Red Team assesses the physical protection of buildings, the security of networks 

and software, and the possibilities for targeted manipulation of people while designing these 

scenarios and carrying out the experiments. The attack scenarios involve elements of physical 

infiltration strategies, social engineering, and intrusion techniques integrated to enable the Red 

Team to achieve the goals set [72]. 

5.2.4 War Games 

War Games are scenario-based exercises that challenge and measure the responsiveness of the 

company. In these stages of Red Team threat evaluation, the core participants are the 

representatives of crisis teams. So why this War Game is so important? 

Corporate incidents are complicated and can suddenly and unexpectedly strike any company. 

Various previous crises have shown that a problem's magnitude can be dramatically minimized 

by swift, targeted intervention. An essential pillar of a successful company is a well-rehearsed, 

fast, and self-assured crisis management team. Daily training of those involved and proper 

documentation of the required processes and procedures is indispensable for developing and 

sustaining an adequate capacity to respond [72]. 

Crisis teams are equipped and educated for incidents in a regulated way within the War Games 

context. The simulations' scope and scenario are clearly decided in advance and tailored to the 

company's interests and capabilities. The scenarios selected for the War Games are based on 

the intelligence gathered. This intelligence analysis decided the complexity, intensity, and 

duration of the War games [72].  

5.2.5 Resilience Training  

Resilience training includes the full-scale training of the employees on specific topics of 

interest. The training program structure will be based on analyzing the outputs derived from 

the rest of the three Red Team elements.  This separate training program will meet the requisite 

participants and provide maximum added value in a tailored manner. The variety and training 

style are personalized and continuously explicitly adapted to the company's needs [72].
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Chapter 6: Future of Automated 

Hacking 
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6.1 Covid-19 and Cyber Security Impacts 

The Covid-19 has created a drastic change in how cybersecurity should operate in the future, 

especially with automated hacking. There is no doubt that the pandemic has made an immense 

challenge in all the fully or partially dependent organizations on information technology for 

their day-to-day operations. These organizations who were long dependent directly on various 

IT facilities like data centers, servers, cloud systems, digital services are now (in the future as 

well) have to be accessed remotely. This new operation mode comes with enormous security 

challenges, especially to the organization with a small or limited capacity to deal with various 

cybersecurity incidents [73].  

Simultaneously, the growth in connectivity and the widespread transition to run businesses 

online have increased the chances of security breaches by an enormous margin. The perimeter 

protection of companies is at risk of being violated. At both digital and physical entry points, 

they always need monitoring and real-time risk assessment for threats. Experts in cyber risk 

management now have to secure their businesses on a large scale and rapidly. They must ensure 

that their companies' web applications and digital channels are resistant to cyberattacks [73]. 

These remote working have led to installing new applications to the systems without any 

security checks. This software increases the risk of hacking sensitive data from less secure 

workplaces. To execute operations remotely, business executives, administrators, and their 

employees need access to internal resources and applications. Because many businesses haven't 

made these apps and data accessible previously over the internet or virtual private networks 

(VPN), security professionals are hesitant to allow access without strict access protocols [73]. 

Implementing strict security measures to overcome this challenge will take time and can only 

be implemented by continuous threat analysis and behavior challenges of the latest malware 

created after the pandemic has started, designed to target remote workstations. The attackers 

are taking advantage of this time-inconsistency to attack vital systems and create multiple 

backdoors to access those systems in the future. 

Automated hacking in the future will be much more sophisticated that can take advantage of 

this current cybersecurity vacuum created in many individual and organizational systems. From 

the attacker's point of view, the AI and machine learning algorithms can run specific programs 

to identify such vulnerable systems to carry out target specific automated hackings. Whereas 

in the case of security professionals, this situation has created a new platform for studying and 

developing AI-based tools to defend such automated hacking and analyze the intelligence 
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gathered from the recent attacks based on those newly developed automated hacking 

algorithms.  

6.2 Quantum Computing and Cybersecurity 

Quantum Computing is a new computing method in which the computer uses the quantum 

mechanical phenomena of superposition and entanglement to construct states that scale 

exponentially with the number of qubits or quantum bits [74]. 

Traditional computers use the binary system of 0’s and 1’s to carry out all the data processing.  

But, in Quantum Computing, the qubits are used to process data. Because of their unique 

characteristics and behavior, these qubits can exist in more than one state at a time. For 

example, a qubit can be represented as 1, 0, or 1 and 0 simultaneously for a given time [74]. 

 This helps Quantum Computers operate in parallel on multiple computations and thus pick up 

the time it takes to process a task tremendously. As a result, Quantum Computers can resolve 

almost impossible problems to calculate with currently available computing resources, 

including supercomputers [74]. 

The computational power of Quantum Computing is beneficial in many areas like health 

sciences, space explorations, disaster management, etc. But, one of the fields where Quantum 

Computing poses a significant threat is the area of cybersecurity. One can argue that Quantum 

Computing will be so beneficial in cybersecurity and provide a great deal of protection against 

automated attacks. Even though it is valid, the full picture shows the other side of Quantum 

Computing. 

Quantum Computing can be an unsolved threat to cryptography. To limit who can process the 

information, cryptography defines the practice of translating simple data into ciphers. Two 

primary forms of cryptography are available: symmetric and asymmetric cryptography. The 

difference between symmetric and asymmetric cryptography is that symmetric cryptography 

uses the same key for encrypting and decrypting data. In contrast, asymmetric cryptography 

uses a publicly shared key (public key) for encryption and a privately shared key (private key) 

for decryption [74]. 

Cryptography has great use in transferring data across an unknown network (e.g., Internet) 

securely. But the issue is that most cryptographic techniques rely on computational 

calculations, and the security that this calculation is cannot be solved. However, as soon as 

sufficiently powerful Quantum Computers exist, these cryptographic calculations can be 
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solved and thus most of today's traditional cryptographic systems will no longer be safe and 

object to attack, hence eavesdropping and theft of digital identity [74]. 

There is no proper Quantum Computer ever developed globally with sufficient power to break 

the cryptographical calculations. But, in the future of automated hacking and Quantum 

Computing will have a compelling and significant role. There will be a time when these 

Quantum Computers can automate and launch a targeted attack on a network or a system that 

can break the asymmetric cryptography, thus completely wiping out the encryption security we 

have developed now to access sensitive information without any resistance.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 
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Machine Learning and AI technology have made noticeable changes in implementing and 

processing various computer engineering & networking devices. And thus, there is no reason 

not to believe how machine learning and AI have improved the success rate of automated 

hacking for offensive and defensive purposes.  

Hacking has evolved very much from the day it was first reported to this day. The advancement 

of new technologies and the digitalization of everything worldwide has become the catalyst for 

increased cyber-attacks. This also provides a unique platform for creating new types of attacks, 

from the basic DDoS attack to the advanced WannaCry ransomware attack. 

One of the advancements that the cyber-attacks have illustrated is Artificial Intelligence and 

machine learning techniques in powering automated hacking attacks. This upgrade in 

automated hacking has created a new era of advanced remotely operated and autonomous 

hacking tools. The complex algorithms used to collect the intelligence on a system or a network 

and thereby assess the system's vulnerabilities will help any attackers with the upper hand in a 

successful infiltration. The AI and machine learning algorithms are so advanced that they can 

carry out surveillance, intelligence analysis and attack a system without any human 

intervention.  

Now, automated hacking is so advanced and has reached a point in which the tools are aware 

of the steps that need to be taken based on the scenarios; this has created a new much of 

complexity for the security professionals who are dedicated to defending their respective 

systems and networks from any form of cyber-attack. 

Chapter 3 and 4 help to understand the difference between how automated hacking can be used 

in an objective defensive way and for offensive purposes. The attackers with malicious 

objectives or otherwise called Blackhat hackers are generally categorized as people who 

employ automated hacking for offensive purposes. In contrast, the security professional, or 

otherwise called White Hat hackers, tend to be the people who use automated hacking for 

defensive purposes.   

Chapter 4 discussed how an organization or an individual uses automated hacking for both 

offensives and defensive purposes. Any automated hacking is categorized as offensive and 

defensive is based on various factors like the objective of the attack, who is in charge of such 

attacks, and the mode of operation. This is clear when the government departments, law 

enforcement agencies, and significant companies approach cybersecurity from a Red Team 

point of view. 
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The government and law enforcement agencies depend on automated hacking to attack any 

potential enemy and defend the public infrastructures and sensitive data from domestic and 

international cyber-attacks. Overall, the National Security Agency (NSA) and the US 

government have used mass surveillance tools like XKeyscore and PRISM to conduct targeted 

automated hackings on domestic and international entities for national security. 

As discussed, the techniques, concepts, and the number of hacking incidents have drastically 

changed over the last few decades. Likewise, it is sure that automated hacking capabilities and 

potential threats will increase over the years. The fast-growing Internet across the world and 

the introduction of satellites that can bring high-speed Internet even to the remote parts of the 

world, and the consistent presence of human errors and quantum computing will become the 

catalyst for automated hacking to increase and evolve in the future.
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